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P R E F A C E 

T O - D A Y when the world forces are furiously 
working to bring about a closer understanding 
between the various peoples of the globe, the 
study of the progress of human thought and 
literature is indeed as instructive as it is fasci
nating. Apart from its inestimable value as the 
great heritage of the ancestors of contem
porary man, all that man has thought and 
conceived is valuable data in the various 
domains of humanistic sciences. In the realm 
of literature, the books of poetry afford the 
best opportunity for a student of humanism—to 
study human nature and the behaviour of the 
human spirit. 

While it is true that there has been a 
genuine effort on the part of international 
writers to build up a world literature in the 
real sense, it must be regretfully said that 
most of the Eastern men of letters have not 
found their right place in world literature, 
merely because their works have not been pre
sented to the western people. The conspicuous 
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lack of representation of the East and all that 
is great and glorious pertaining to it has been 
keenly felt by students of international thought 
and much is desired to be done in this direc
tion. W i t h the exception of Omar Khayyam 
and a few others, a great many poets of real 
merit have remained hidden from the eyes of 
the world—flowers that blossomed only to blush 
unseen. 

Mirza Asad Ul lah Khan Ghalib, of Delhi, 
whose name needs no introduction to the 
Indian student was India's premier U r d u and 
Persian poet during the regime of the last 
Moghul Emperor. During his lifetime, the 
poet was fairly popular but real appreciation of 
his verse, on which alone can rest the fame of a 
poet, came a few decades after his death. W i t h 
the marked progress of education in the current 
century, Ghalib has been widely read and the 
criticism evoked by his works has been both fair 
and unfair. He has been particularly appreciated 
for the humanistic touch of his verse, although 
it must be said that the poet has a pessimistic 
view on life and his verse is hardly helpful in the 
reshaping of things, specially when the people 
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of India are thinking of revaluation and re
construction. But as far his art—power of 
communication, depth of vision, chaste expres
sion, wi th his peculiar outlook on life—is con
cerned, the poet raised a pinnacle of perfection 
which is sure to remain an object of attraction' 
for a long time to come. 

Wi th all the popularity of his verse, parti
cularly of his Urdu Ghazals, the poet's works 
have not been so far introduced to the West 
and his verse is inaccessible to the English 
reader. I have, therefore, made a modest 
attempt to present in the following pages, a 
brief sketch of the poet's life wi th selected trans
lations of his Urdu Ghazals which, it is hoped, 
wi l l prove a useful introduction to the great 
poet's life and work. While wri t ing the poet's 
life, I have constantly held in view the neces
sity of describing the events of his life in 
chronological order which, I hope, w i l l add 
to the value of his work, 

LAHORE, 

Winter, 1940 A. A N W A R BEG 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

By John Clive Roome 

M R . A B D U L L A A N W A R B E G needs no introduc
tion, but he has, for reasons best known to 
himself, asked me to write an introduction 
to his book The Life and Odes of Ghalib. I know 
U r d u only as a journalist who has spent many 
years of his life in India may be expected to 
know it, not as a scholar. M r . Abdulla Anwar 
Beg has made a serious study of U r d u , and not 
only of U r d u but also of Persian and Turkish, 
as this book that he has written dealing with a 
period in the history of U r d u when it was with 
India on the threshold of great political changes 
eloquently bears witness. The fact that Ghalib 
was poet laureate in the Court of the last of 
the Moghuls alone makes his poems of interest 
to the philologist studying the developments 
that have taken place in U r d u as a language. 

In the U r d u poems of Ghalib we find U r d u 
as it was after about 800 years of its evolution 
as a dialect distinct from Prakrit . Those who 
trace the beginnings of U r d u from the day 
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when it acquired its Turkish name forget the 
impact of Persian words on Prakrit when the 
stream of Muslim invaders began to flow into 
India. The U r d u of the days of Ghalib marked 
the culmination of the influence of Persian in 
its vocabulary, especially in verse, which then 
monopolised the literature in the language. 
The U r d u of the man in the street and the 
U r d u of prose was different from the U r d u of 
Ghalib, the poet, and the U r d u of Ghalib 
reflected the political change through which 
India was then passing. 

Persian was the language of the Courts 
in India in Ghalib's day, and -it remained the 
language of the Courts for many years after the 
death of Ghalib, but w i th the approaching end 
of the Moghul Empire Persian in India was 
becoming stereotyped as an official language. 

In spite of the fact that Ghalib also 
employed Persian to express his poetic thoughts, 
in his U r d u poems he avoided the ornate Persian 
style of his day and even many Persian words. 
It was the simplicity of his style that was the 
secret of his success as a poet after his death. 
It was his sincerity which placed h im in a niche 
of his own as an U r d u poet. 
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M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg has for the first 
time translated into English many of the most 
characteristic U r d u odes of Ghalib, and his short 
life sketch of the poet gives the reader an insight 
into the springs of the poet's mind. 

Ghalib lived in times of stress and he did 
not escape the effects of the upheaval caused by 
the passing of the last of the Moghuls from 
Delhi to the obscurity of life as a political exile 
in Burma. He saw the curtain rung down on 
the Great Moghul Empire, and the entire fabric 
of the social order in Delhi undergo a drastic 
change. The tragedy of the Moghul Empire 
was the crowning tragedy of the poet's life. 

In Ghalib's U r d u odes we see the spirit of 
the times at work. In his Persian poems also, 
Ghalib foreshadowed the departure from the 
tradition of the past which sacrificed almost 
everything to form. Ghal ib , more than even 
Rafi-uis-Sauda or Arzu , deserves to be called 
the father of U r d u poetry. He established a 
new tradition in U r d u literature which is still an 
active force. Th e simplicity and directness 
which Ghalib imparted to U r d u poetry grew in 
effectiveness in the works of his pupil, H a l i , and 
Ghalib may justly claim to have inspired Iqbal . 
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After Ghalib, U r d u only needed the evolu
tion of a literary tradition in prose to raise it to 
the dignity of a language capable of becoming 
the mirror of thought. To the British adminis
trators of India is due the credit of furthering 
the cause of U r d u prose. But for the fact that 
British mili tary officers needed text-books in 
U r d u to unravel its mysteries as a language, the 
College in Fort Wi l l i am would probably not 
have undertaken to have works written in U r d u 
prose. In Hyderabad, the work of the College 
in Fort Wil l iam is being carried a stage further, 
and U r d u may now be said to be passing 
through a process of modernisation. 

Born as are all languages as a result of the 
commingling of different currents of thought, 
U r d u appears to have retained for a longer 
time than perhaps any other language the dis
tinction between written and spoken words. 
Indeed, U r d u spent a very long period of 
apprenticeship as a language of the camp or 
market-place. Many before Ghalib had ex
plored the literary possibilities of Urdu , but 
even the Brahman Nusrati in his Gulshan-i-hhq, 
writ ing in the days of A l i A d i l Shah in 
Bijapur, could not help drawing freely upon 
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the resources of Persian to increase the powers 
of expression of Urdu. It was Ghalib who 
first attempted to give Urdu its place among 
the languages of the world independent of the 
many other languages which had gone to enrich 
its vocabulary. 

Ghalib little knew when he was enunciating 
his principles of Urdu composition that what
ever else the political changes that he was 
witnessing in Delhi and, with it, in India may 
bring in their train, Urdu was, as a result of 
these changes, destined to acquire a new dignity. 
Not many years after the death of Ghalib, 
Urdu took the place of Persian as the language 
of the Courts. 

In M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg's biography of 
Ghalib, we get a glimpse of the forces which 
moulded the life of the poet. Like many poets 
everywhere in the world, Ghalib was an apt 
pupil, as he says, in " the school of the grief of 
the heart." This gives his poetic thought its 
incisiveness. This also makes him impatient of 
the orgy of imagery which, in his day, was 
regarded as the highest form of poetic expres
sion. Ghalib finds it difficult to escape alto
gether from the tyranny of convention but 
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there is in, his; odes an economy of far-fetched 
similes and other figures of speech, as compared 
with the works of other poets using Urdu as the 
vehicle of expression who came before him, 
which is surprising. Ghalib's "Ode to Spring" 
which M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg has included 
among the odes he has translated, is, perhaps, 
the first ode in Urdu in which the poet has not 
made the spring an occasion for indulging in 
such an extravagance of language that its 
wonder has made one forget the spring itself. 
Ghalib has made simple words in his ode to 
spring conjure up the miracle of spring. In 
M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg's selection of Ghalib's 
odes, the translation of the "Ode to Spring," 
accurate as it is, yet reveals the limitations 
of a translation in conveying the thoughts 
of a poet from the language he has employed 
into another. The sun and moon, for instance, 
in Ghalib's ode (page 163) are not ordinary 
spectators of the coming of spring; they are 
tamashai with the sense of wonderment and awe 
of spectators witnessing the great drama of the 
advent of spring. Ghalib, again, calls upon 
mankind, dwellers upon the mound of dust of 
the earth, to learn not only the secret of the 
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" world-adorning," of spring but also of humi
l i ty . In describing how the magic touch of 
spring brings the earth " face to face wi th the 
dome of the jewelled sky, " the poet reveals far 
more than the transformation of the dust of the 
earth into a vault rivalling the one of "the 
jewelled sky." It is the miracle of the trans
mutation of the dust which the poet reveals. 
It is to see this miracle of " the grass and the 
flower "—the lifeless dust changed into verdure 
throbbing wi th the promise of life and 
"jewelled " wi th flowers—that " the eye of the 
narcissus has been given sight.55 

Now that M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg has 
begun wi th Iqbal and Ghalib to introduce them 
to those who cannot read their works in the 
original, I trust he w i l l continue wi th the 
translation into English of the works of other 
poets of India who employed U r d u as the 
vehicle of their thoughts. He is well qualified 
to act as the interpreter of these poets. Besides 
English, I rani and Arabic, he also knows 
French and German. Wi th in about four years 
of leaving college, he has already two very 
creditable books, Since Our Fall and Tamir-i-Nau, 
to his credit, and even if his life as a, lawyer 
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practising in the Lahore High Court makes 
extraordinary demands on his time, all those 
who have read his critical appreciation of Iqbal 
as a poet, and those who now read his Life 
and Odes of Ghalib would like to see h im con
tinue to serve the cause of Oriental literature. 

The onslaught to which U r d u has been 
subjected, as I think unreasonably, by those 
who champion the cause of H ind i makes it 
necessary to place both Urdu and Hind i in 
their right perspective as languages of India. 
"Basically, Urdu and Hind i are not different 
languages. They have acquired their distinc
tive characteristics as a result of the changes 
through which India has passed during a period 
of some 800 years. The literature in Urdu 
and Hind i is the heritage of all those who live 
in India as it is also of others outside India, 
and it is impossible to advance the cause of 
either of these languages by attempts to hinder 
the development of the other. 

M r . Abdulla Anwar Beg has only to reveal 
the hidden treasures of U r d u literature to those 
who now dispute the claim of Urdu as the 
lingua franca of Northern India at least, if not of 
India, to make them realise the injury they 
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would inflict upon India by crippling the 
powers of U r d u as the vehicle of thought. If 
only the broad-mindedness of Ghalib were 
the norm of thought in India, the conflict 
between U r d u and H i n d i as the other sectional 
differences which now make life intolerable 
would become things of the past. 

" Faithfulness wi th the condition of stability is 
the root of faith ; 

" I f the Brahman breathes his last in the idol-
house, O bury h im in the Kaaba!" 

says Ghalib (page 137), and for those who 
think wi th h im there could not be any conflict 
between U r d u and H i n d i for pride of place 
among the languages of India. 

However, those who think that they can 
relegate Urdu to the limbo of forgotten dialects 
are wasting their time. The works of poets, 
like Ghalib, cannot be erased from the pages 
of life any more than events of history 
Languages only die when they cease to derive 
their sustenance from the stream of life, and 
yet they do not die because of the influence 
they have exerted in moulding life when they 
were pulsating wi th vital i ty. Nor can languages 
be created at w i l l or revived by artificial respira-
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tion. Urdu would cease to be a language 
and Ghalib would be forgotten only when 
Urdu has lost the power to grow. Urdu shows 
no signs of having reached a static stage. If 
Ghalib revealed an unsuspected virility in Urdu, 
it is to-day revealing an adaptability to the 
changing circumstances of life which is surpris
ing, and there is historical aptness in the fact 
that Urdu is undergoing a process of develop
ment in the Deccan where it first took wing in 
the realm of literature. 

SHALIMAR " 
LAHORE 

March 17, 1941 
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PART I 

LIFE OF GHALIB 





I N T R O D U C T O R Y 

ON D E C E M B E R 27, 1797 (the 8th night of 
Rajab, 1212 A . H . ) , in the historic city of 

Akbarabad (Agra) where the celestial Taj 
Mahal stands as a lasting monument to Moghul 
glory and art, was born one of India's greatest 
poetical geniuses—Mirza Ghalib, who during 
the autumnal days of the Moghul Empire 
chanted like a "hundred-throated" nightingale 
the sweetest and saddest love songs ever sung 
by an Indian lyricist. While the Taj has been 
shining, since the days of Shah Jahan as a jewel 
of perfection in the realm of art and has 
attracted hosts of visitors from all corners of the 
world, the works of Mirza Ghalib constitute a 
marvellous achievement in the domain of poetry 
both Urdu and Persian and have been widely 
appreciated for the poet's wonderful expression, 
chaste style and flights of imagination. 

Rightly, Ghalib has been regarded as one of 
the greatest exponents in the art of writing 
Ghazals and the lustre of his verse profusely 
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illumines the reader's-vision and heart in the 
chamber of love, wi th its Oriental associates— 
the Cup, the Carafe and the Saki. The Taj 
was raised to the memory of the Emperor Shah 
Jahan's royal consort at a time when the sun 
of the Moghul glory had risen to its zenith. 
Those were different days—the Moghul spirit 
was alive; the builders of the Taj could be 
created, that is to say, Ar t had its patrons. 
Mirza Ghalib; as a poet, appeared in a fast-
disintegrating society when the dramatic end of 
the Moghul Empire had drawn nigh. A great 
political chaos had overtaken the Moghuls and 
arts and learning were on the wane. In such 
circumstances, the advent of Ghalib is a surpris
ing phenomenon. Of course, it was the old 
Moghul spirit that found expression in one of 
its many phases—Art, keeping the poet's heart 
throbbing at a time when the Moghul was 
facing a political collapse. The glory of the 
Moghul, however, shall shine for all time— 
the Taj wi l l be looked upon as Ar t personified, 
and Ghalib as a great artist and his poetry as 
the shrine of songs that represents pathos, love 
and beauty. 



CHAPTER I 

A T U R K I S H F A M I L Y 

N A J M - U D - D A U L A Dabir-ul-Mulk Mirza 
Asadullah Khan Ghalib, to give him his full 

name, was a Turk (Aibak) by race. He traced 
his descent from the House of Turan, son of 
Faridun and has more than once proudly 
referred in his works to his high connections 
wi th the great Turkish rulers, such as Pashang, 
Sanjar and others :— 

Ghalib ! We are from the sacred dust of Turan, 
Doubtless, we are glorious in dynastic origin ; 
We are Aibaks, from amongst the class of Turks, 
In fullness, we are ten times superior to the 

moon. 
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O Saki! As I belong to the line of Pashang 
and Afrasiyab, 

You know that my origin is from the House of 
Jamshid; 

Give me now the wine which is the legacy of 
Jamshid 

And then wi l l pass to me Paradise, which is the 
legacy of Adam. 

According to Ghalib himself, as he wrote in 
a letter, his grandfather had migrated from 
Transoxiana to India during the reign of Shah 
Alam (this does not seem to be correct, it was 
perhaps during the time of Muhammad Shah) 
In those days, the Delhi Sultanate was unstable. 
Being in the service of Shah Alam with fifty 
horses, a Pargana was made over to him to 
meet his personal expenses. In another letter, 
the poet while relating the history of his fore
fathers says that his ancestors had a close 
relationship wi th the Seljuk Turks, who raised 
a standard of high military leadership during 
the Seljuk reign. But with the march of time 
their glory vanished and the spirit of adventure 
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and depredation took them from place to place 
in search of Fortune. Among them Sultanzada 
Tarsam Khan, from whom Ghalib claimed his 
direct descent, had settled in Samarkand* 
Ghalib's grandfather, being not on good terms 
with his father emigrated to India and attached 
himself to Nawab Muin-u l -Mulk in Lahore, but 
when "the carpet of Muin-ul-Mulk's affairs 
was rolled up," he came to Delhi and took 
service under Zulfiqar-ud-Daula Mirza Najaf 
Khan Bahadur. Abdullah Beg Khan, father 
of Ghalib, was born in Delhi. 

Ghalib's grandfather still spoke Turkish and 
of his sons, the names of only two are known : 
M i r z a Abdullah Beg Khan (father of Ghalib) 
and Mirza Nasrullah Beg Khan. After the 
death of their father, the two brothers took to 
their ancestral profession, military service. 
Abdullah Beg Khan moved to Lucknow and 
was sometime in the service of Asaf-ud-Daulah. 
A short time after, he made his way to 
Hyderabad and entered the service of Nizam 
A l i Khan with a troop of three hundred 
horsemen. He stayed there for many years, but 
later he lost his commission. In confusion and 
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disappointment, he set his face towards Alwar 
and served under Raja Bakhtawar Singh. He 
was killed in a conflict with a rebel Zamindar 
at Rajgarh and was buried there. The 
incident took place probably in 1802 when 
Ghalib was only five years of age. Abdullah 
Beg Khan left two sons—Asadullah Khan 
Ghalib and Yusuf K h a n ; the latter was two 
years younger than Ghalib ; there is mention 
of a sister, but we know little of her. 

After the tragic death of Abdullah Beg Khan, 
the burden of looking after the children fell 
upon the shoulders of Nasrullah Beg Khan. 
He was the Subedar of Agra on behalf of the 
Mahrattas, but then the territory of Agra 
passed into British hands. Nawab Ahmad 
Bakhsh Khan Bahadur Rustam Jang of 
Ferozepur Jhirka and Jagirdar of Loharu, 
whose sister had been betrothed to Nasrullah 
Beg Khan, was a supporter of the British. He 
approached Lord Lake and secured for 
Nasrullah Beg a commission in the cavalry. 
Ghalib writes that Lord Lake issued an order 
to Nasrullah Beg to enlist horsemen in the 
army and was appointed Commander of a 
Regiment of four hundred horsemen. He was 
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granted a life-time Jagir with an annual income 
of about a lakh and a half rupees. Nasrullah 
Beg died suddenly in 1806. In exchange for his 
Jagir Lord Lake granted to the members of the 
bereaved family a fixed annual sum of ten 
thousand rupees, which was included in Nawab 
Ahmad Bakhsh Khan's Jagir, but the Nawab did 
not give them more than three thousand rupees 
annually, out of which Ghalib used to receive 
only Rs. 750. 

Khwaja Ghulam Hussain Commandant, 
maternal grandfather of Ghalib, as his appella
tion shows, was an honoured military officer of 
the Meerut Government and was one of the 
nobles of Agra. He had vast jagirs and pro
perty, which is apparent from one of Ghalib's 
letters, wherein he describes many blocks of 
houses and havelis in Agra that belonged to his 
grandfather. The income and the total value 
of the property can easily be estimated 
by ,the fact that Khwaja Ghulam Hussain's 
managing agent had slowly risen to a status in 
life which made it necessary for him to pay a 
sum of ten or twelve thousand rupees as revenue 
to the Government. 



CHAPTER II 

B O Y H O O D A N D E D U C A T I O N 

IT APPEARS that after the death of his 
uncle, Ghalib went to live with his 

grandfather. It was a happy-go-lucky sort of 
life that Ghalib enjoyed in his younger days 
at Agra. In his own words, he was about 
nineteen or twenty when he used to pass his 
days in the company of his friends, flying kites 
and playing chess unt i l late at night. Ghalib 
seems to have been a youth of liberal ideas and 
as he was staying as an orphan with his rich 
grandfather, he was looked after with unusual 
tenderness and affection ; there must have been 
few restrictions on the young man's movements. 
Thus it was not unnatural that he got into the 
habit of being extravagant. As he had to spend 
much, perhaps to keep up his social status, it 
is not difficult to see how Ghalib acquired the 
early habit of borrowing money which involved 
him in great difficulties later on. Out of the 
annual sum that the members of the family used 
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to get from Nawaib Ahmad Bakhsh Khari, 
Ghalib received Rs. 750 only! and an equal 
sum was given to his brother Yusuf Khan. The 
remaining 1,500 rupees were received by 
Nasrullah Beg Khan's mother and his three 
sisters. When Ghalib had moved to Delhi, most 
probably his mother sent him some money. In 
view of the fact that the ancestors of Ghalib were 
soldiers by profession, Ghalib would have taken 
up military service, fought and died as a soldier, 
if he had allowed things to take their course, but 
nature had planned a different career for him—-
that of a poet. While his forefathers had carried 
steel all over Central Asia and had fallen in the 
battle-fields of India, the poet was destined to 
become a master of the pen and a writer of verse, 
who could rightfully claim equality with the 
world's front rank poets. 

But with all his care-free life as a youth, 
the education of Ghalib was not neglected. He 
used to have lessons from Sheikh Muhammad 
Mu'azzam who was, in those days, one of the 
learned scholars of Agra. Ghalib's various 
technical references in his works show that 
he was fairly acquainted with the current 
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knowledge of arts and sciences, such as 
Philosophy and Astronomy. Besides, he seems 
to be not wholly unconversant with the 
medical knowledge prevalent in those days. 
He had also acquired a working knowledge 
of Arabic grammar. But one thing which is 
apparent from the very perusal of his poetry is 
that he had very carefully studied prosody and 
had mastered its intricacies, otherwise it would 
be impossible to attempt the kind of ghazals 
which he wrote with such great felicity, in spite 
of their unwieldly metres. Apart from his 
educational achievements, the most distinguish
ing factor is Ghalib's erudite scholarship in the 
domain of Persian literature. He was yet 
young when he was given to the study of 
Zuhuri and other great writers. He was a born 
poet and had begun his early attempts in poetry 
at the age of eleven and that too was perhaps 
in Persian (one of the poet's friends is said to 
have reminded the poet in Delhi that he had 
written a Mathnawi at a still younger age). 

One of the most interesting aspects of 
Ghalib's education was that he had the good 
fortune of coming in contact wi th a Persian 
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scholar (a Parsi) who had adopted Islam as his 
faith and had come to Agra as a traveller about 
the year 1810 and stayed for two years with 
Ghalib. His original name was Hurmuz (or 
Hurmuzd) and was now called Abdus-Samad. 
He was a great scholar of Arabic and Persian, 
particularly of classical Persian (Farsi-i-Qadim) 
During his stay at Agra, he devoted his attention 
to Ghalib's education; his lessons in Persian 
grammar were of particular importance to the 
latter and had far-reaching effects on the poet's 
later Persian poetry and prose. In Ghalib's 
own words, " M u l l a Abdus-Samad belonged to 
the race of the fifth Sassanian king, vastly read 
in Philosophy, particularly Logic and was a 
pious man from whom Ghalib learned both 
styles of writing Persian—with and without the 
mixture of Arabic words ; that is to say, gold 

was tested on touchstone the teacher was 
without exaggeration the Jamasp of his time 
and the Buzurg-mihr of the contemporary 
world." Ghalib seems to have impressed his 
teacher greatly who in a letter makes a very 
affectionate reference to his pupil. 

As for the art of poetry, Ghalib was not a 
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regular pupil of any poet. It was only nature's 
gift, as is shown by his profound originality in 
his verse that made him the unique master of 
this art. 



CHAPTER I I I 

M A R R I A G E A N D D O M E S T I C AFFAIRS 

G H A L I B married Umara Begum, the younger 
daughter of Nawab I lahi Bakhsh Khan 

M'aruf, on Rajab 7, 1225 A, H . , when he was 
only thirteen and his wife eleven. He often 
referred to his marriage as "imprisonment 
for life" and described a wife as a "shackle" and 
carrying the simile still further, Delhi was 
for him a "prison-house." The father-in-law 
of Ghalib was the younger brother of Nawab 
Ahmad Bakhsh Khan Bahadur Rustam Jung, 
Rais of Ferozepur Jhirka and Jagirdar of 
Loharu. He was a very pious man and spent 
his days in devotion to God and was for this 
reason respected by his elder brother. M'aruf 
was a poet of no mean order. In his poetical 
efforts, he sought the advice of Shah Naseer of 
Delhi. He died in 1826 and was buried in the 
vicinity of Khwaja Nizam-ud-Din's tomb. 
Nawab I lahi Bakhsh Khan had two sons and 
two daughters. One of his sons was Mirza A l i 
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Bakhsh Khan Ranjur who had always very 
cordial relations wi th Ghalib. The other was 
Mirza A l i Nawaz Khan, Bunyadi Begum was 
the Nawab's elder daughter who was married 
to Nawab Ghulam Husain Masrur and the 
younger was Umara Begum, the life companion 
of Mirza Ghalib. 

After his marriage, Ghalib seems to have 
stayed a few years at Agra, but according to 
one of his letters, dated February 16, 1862, 
to Nawab Ala-ud-Din, his journeys to and from 
Delhi began when he was only seven years of 
age ; he writes : " M y dear soul! This is not 
the Delhi in which you were born; this is not 
the Delhi in which you have been educated... 
This is not the Delhi which I have been visiting 
since the time when I was seven. Again this 
is not the Delhi where I have been staying for 
the last"fifty-one years. It is a camp..." The 
facts stated by the poet himself, however, 
show that he left Agra just after his marriage 
and occupied the Haveli of Shaban Beg, for 
the first time, as his residential quarters. 
His regular stay in Delhi probably began in 
1817 or 1818 A. D . 
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From the poet's letters to his friends 
and casual references in his poetry, one gets 
the impression that he had a very bizarre view 
of married life. The duties of a husband 
to his wife seem to have been very burdensome 
to Ghalib, and he felt the burden all the more, 
because he was married at so young an age. 
He was perhaps conscious of the fact when he 
said :— 

Close to the nest, there lay very strong nets ; 
We had not even flown before we were 

caught ! 
The verse brings to light the painful feelings 

of the poet which could not be softened even 
by the slow passage of time. There are some 
uncharitable references to the difficulties arising 
out of matrimonial relations, that one finds in 
the poet's works. Thus, while writing to a 
friend on the death of the wife of another 
friend, he quotes Hakim Sanai's verses, wherein 
the father said to his son :— 

Good fellow ! indulge in "free love," but 
a wife ? Never! 

Take advice from the people, not from me! 

But all this does not necessarily mean that 
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Ghalib had any aversion to marriage or 
desired to be set free from his duties. It 
was only the poet's way of giving expression 
to his natural sense of humour, in his peculiar 
way of writing in a lighter vein. 

Beghum Ghalib, as she belonged to a very 
noble family and was the daughter of a pious 
father, inherited an orthodox sense of religion. 
Ghalib, on the other hand, was a liberal 
youth and was far from being an orthodox 
Muslim. He even ventured to drink against 
the traditions of his family. It is, therefore, 
said that his wife used to keep her cooking 
utensils separate from those of Ghalib. 
In view of these facts, one is led to think that the 
atmosphere of the house in such conditions 
was not peaceful, but evidence is not lacking 
that the couple led a fairly happy life and 
they shared each other's happiness and sorrows 
throughout their life. Whenever Ghalib was out 
of Delhi, he was very anxious to write to his 
wife; where'ver he might be—Calcutta, Lucknow 
or Rampur, he wrote to his wife in Delhi. 
Her anxieties were his own. He would always see 
that she had enough money to spend. It is true 
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that circumstancial difficulties pressed him hard, 
but he made no pretensions to hide his grief:— 

" Married life is death to me. I have 
never been pleased with being so 
entangled." 

Ghalib had seven children, but all of them 
died young. To avoid disappointment of his 
natural paternal sense, he adopted Mirza. Zain-
ul-Ahidin Khan Arif, the budding poet (Beghum 
Ghalib's nephew) as his son, but he, too, died in 
his youthful days to the great dismay of Ghalib. 
The poet wrote one of the most pathetic elegies 
found in Urdu literature on the death of young 
A r i f ; the first couplet of which runs :— 

It was essential for you to wait for me, a few 
days more ! 

Why did you go alone, now stay there alone a 
few days more ! 

A r i f was married to Shams-ud-Din Ahmad 
Khan's sister and had two sons—Baqir A l i 
Khan and Husain A l i Khan—who were held in 
great affection by Ghalib. The poet was never 
disturbed by their childish frolics. They would 
not let h im take his meals in comfort. They 
would disturb his sleep, but all this did not 
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perturb Ghalib. During the poet's tr ip to 
Rampur, Baqir and Husain were with him. 

According to Hal i , Ghalib never purchased 
a house as his personal property. He passed 
his days as a tenant, except that he occupied 
for sometime Kalai Khan's house for which he 
had?to pay no rent. After leaving Kalai Khan's 
house, he moved to Hakim Muhammad Hasan 
Khan's Haveli where he stayed upto July, 1860. 
The poet used to move from one house to 
another according to his convenience, but never 
so far as to be outside the sphere of Qasim Jan 
ki Gali or Habash Khan ka Phatak. His last 
house, where he breathed his last, was hehind 
the mosque, adjoining the Diwankhana of 
Hakim Mahmud Khan. The poet had this 
house in view :— 

In the shadow of a mosque, I have raised a 
house, 

This unworthy slave is thus a neighbour of God. 
But it was not always that Ghalib occupied 

comfortable houses, as one can gather from 
some of his letters written to his intimate friends. 
In fact the conditions sometimes were awe-
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inspiring as the poet writes after a heavy shower 
of rain :— 

"I don't fear death ; I am confounded 
by lack of comfort- The ceiling has 
become a veritable sieve. If the 
cloud rains for two hours, the ceiling 
rains for four !" 

The rainy season always brought great 
distress to Ghalib. While describing the 
condition of his abode once, he had to say :— 

".. .had the chance to stay in Noah's 
Ark for three months ; now have I 
attained salvation !" 

Wi th all these unavoidable handicaps, the 
poet had a fine taste in the choice of houses and 
tried to keep up a decent standard of living. 

As w i l l appear from the above, Ghalib's 
marriage was the cause of very close connections 
wi th the House of Loharu which also traces its 
ancestral link to Turkistan. The mention of 
the House of Loharu necessitates here a little 
digression. The direct connection of Ghalib's 
personal affairs such as his pension case along 
wi th the intricacies of a long-drawn out domestic 
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quarrel that arose out of the passing of State 
administration into the hands of Nawab Shams-
ud-Din Ahmad Khan and many other such 
matters, presented in the following pages, would 
not be easily intelligible without a brief discus
sion of-the domestic affairs of Nawab Ahmad 
Bakhsh Khan's sons. 

Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh had rendered 
great military services to Lord Lake and was, 
in recognition of his sendees, given the 
territory of Mewat and the State of Ferozepur 
Jhirka in 1805. The Nawab had also played 
the important r61e of a mediator between the 
Maharaja of Alwar and the British Government 
and, as a result of his efforts, their relations 
had considerably improved. The Maharaja 
of Alwar greatly appreciated the services of 
the Nawab and conferred the Pargana of 
Loharu on him. As the Nawab had a large 
estate, a large number of family members and 
relatives depended on him. The Nawab's 
nephew Mirza A l i Bakhsh Khan Ranjur and 
Ghalib stayed wi th the Nawab for a long time. 
During this peaceful period, the poet had 
compiled his Urdu Diwan (Bhopal copy), 
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when he was about twenty-five. He passed 
a good deal of his time at Ferozepur Jhirka. 
When the British forces attacked Bharatpur in 
1825, both Ghalib and A l i Bakhsh were in 
the company of the Nawab. During these 
days, Mirza A l i Bakhsh asked Ghalib to 
write a treatise, comprising the various forms 
of address, words of courtesy, modes of 
expression, such as are usually used in the 
beginnings of letters. This request was respon
ded to by the poet and he collected the 
general principles of Persian letter-writing in 
a booklet now called Panj Ahang, noted for 
its simplicity and direct expression. 

In 1822, Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh Khan had, 
by the permission of the British Government 
and the Maharaja of Alwar, declared Nawab 
Shams-ud-Din Khan, father of the famous 
poet, Dagh, the sole heir of his property. It 
appears that the three brothers did not agree 
to this decision. Some changes were after
wards effected in the terms. Thus in February, 
1825, Nawab Shams-ud-Din transferred the 
State of Loharu to his two step brothers 
according to an agreement in consultation with 
his father, 
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In October, 1826, the eldest son Shams-ud-
D in Ahmad Khan took the administration 
of State affairs in his hands. Nawab 
Ahmad Bakhsh Khan died in October, 1827 
(Minu Maqam Fakhr-ud-Daulah—1243 A. H. ) . 
A great domestic quarrel arose on account 
of the mutual hatred between the members 
of Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh Khan's family. The 
Nawab had two wives and the children of the 
two ranged themselves in two different camps 
against one another and Ghalib was also 
affected by the issues involved. The quarrel 
slowly took on a serious turn. Nawab Shams-
ud-Din Ahmad Khan brought a suit against 
his step brothers that the Pargana of Loharu 
should be made over to him and his step brothers 
could only receive pensions. His step brothers 
in a cross-suit stated that they were entitled 
to a share in the cash, precious stones, 
pearls, jewellery and other valuables amassed 
by the late Nawab. The case went up for 
decision before the British Resident at Delhi. 
The case of Ghalib's pension was already 
going-on during the life-time of Nawab Ahmad 
Bakhsh Khan. The new complications only 
added to his discomfort. The case was, in 
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the end, decided by the Resident in favour 
of Nawab Shams-ud-Din Ahmad Khan. 

In 1830, M r . Wil l iam Fraser came to 
Delhi as Resident. He was a close friend 
of the late Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh Khan and 
the Nawab's sons used to address him as 
"Uncle." Now the matter was again brought 
before M r . Fraser. It was stated before him 
that the decision, as it stood, was to the sheer 
detriment of the younger brothers—Amin-ud-
Din Ahmad Khan and Zia-ud-Din Ahmad 
Khan. It was urged that according to the 
bequest of the late Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh, 
the State of Loharu should go to the share 
of these two brothers. But Fraser could not 
help the two brothers to that extent. Amin-
ud-Din, therefore, had to go to Calcutta per
sonally to present his case. The Calcutta 
authorities accepted his appeal and declared 
the two brothers as the lawful owners of the 
Loharu State. When the news of the decision 
of the case reached Nawab Shams-ud-Din from 
Calcutta, he was greatly shocked and consequen
tly it is said that he hatched a plot to k i l l M r . 
Fraser who was believed to have influenced the 
decision of the case against him. It is also 
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said that such a scheme had already been 
thought out before the decision of the case. 

The story goes that K a r i m Khan, a Rohilla 
cavalier and one Anya Mew, two of the 
Nawab's men were sent to Delhi to get rid of 
M r . Fraser. For sometime they had to stay 
in Delhi waiting for a chance, but had to go 
back in disappointment to Shams-ud-Din 
Ahmad Khan who grew angry with them. 
The two men again returned to Delhi with a gun 
and finding a suitable time one pitch-dark 
night shot M r . Fraser dead from ambush. K a r i m 
Khan and Anya escaped and the Nawab 
was informed of the event through Anya, who 
by overhearing a conversation sensed the secret 
that the Nawab wanted to dispose of him also 
to avoid the leakage of any news. Anya, there
fore, ran away to save his life. In the mean
time, K a r i m K h a n was arrested on suspicion 
as a possible culprit. Anya, who was now in 
Bareilly, turned a Crown witness and made alle
gations exposing the conspiracy of Nawab Shams-
ud-Din Ahmad Khan. As a consequence, K a r i m 
Khan was hanged and after sometime an order 
of death sentence was also passed against the 
Nawab. His State was confiscated and in 
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October, 1835, he was put on the gallows out
side Kashmiri Gate, Delhi. It is said that 
the Nawab met his death very bravely and 
calmly. There were people who believed 
him to be an innocent man. The Nawab was 
buried in Qadam-i-Sharif. 

Ghalib was always on good terms with 
Amin-ud-Din Ahmad Khan and Zia-ud-Din 
Ahmad Khan (Nayyar, Rakhshan), Ala-ud-Din 
Ahmad Khan ('Alai) and Shihab-ud-Din 
Ahmad Khan. They in turn had deep 
regard for the great poet who, it seems, 
had a real cause of grievance against 
Nawab Shams-ud-Din Ahmad Khan, as the 
former's Jagir was included in Nawab Ahmad 
Bakhsh Khan's Jagir which had now passed into 
the. hands of Nawab Shams-ud-Din Khan. In 
1826, the differences between Ghalib and the 
Nawab began to take a deplorable turn. In 
this year (1826), when Mirza I lahi Bakhsh 
M'aruf died, Ghalib's circumstances altered 
unfavourably. He was in dire need of 
money and his younger brother Mirza Yusuf 
had gone mad. In such a state of critical 
affairs, Ghalib planned a visit to the Nawab 
at Ferozepur Jhirka, who was in those days at 
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Alwar. The Nawab returned after a good 
many days and met the visitor with outward 
courtesy and gave him words that were never 
translated into action. In fact he was feed
ing the poet on hopes, who returned to Delhi 
disappointed. As Ghalib now saw no hope 
of justice at the hands of the Nawab, he made 
up his mind to appeal against the distribution 
of property by the Nawab to the Court in 
Calcutta. Such were the circumstances in 
which he undertook his journey to East India. 

In an atmosphere of suspicion and mutual 
hatred, Ghalib, who was a friend of Mr. 
Fraser, was blamed to have acted as a spy 
against Nawab Shams-ud-Din Ahmad Khan. 
The suspicion was further strengthened by the 
fact that Ghalib seldom moved out of his 
residential quarters during these days. The 
poet refutes these allegations in a letter to 
Imam Bakhsh Nasikh, but the language used 
by him is not so convincing. 



CHAPTER IV 

J O U R N E Y T O C A L C U T T A 

IN 1826, when there was tension between mem
bers of Ghalib's family, Nawab Shams-ud-Din 

Ahmad Khan became the sole representa
tive of his father, Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh Khan. 
Under the aegis of the latter, Ghalib and his 
near relations used to receive only three thou
sand rupees as pension from Ferozepur Jhirka. 
The poet believed that the actual amount of 
pension should have been ten thousand rupees ; 
but the matter was not taken to the Court 
during Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh's administration. 
Now that the affairs of the State were taking a 
different turn, owing to the family disputes, 
and as Nawab Shams-ud-Din Ahmad had 
altogether stopped the payment of pension to 
Ghalib and his wife, the only remedy left to 
Ghalib was to go to Calcutta personally to present 
his case to the judicial authorities there. He de
manded ten thousand rupees as the family pension 
and that the amount due since May 1806 should 
be fully paid. During these days, the pecuniary 
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condition of Ghalib was far from satisfactory 
and the constant demands of creditors were 
threatening to prove the last straw. Before 
proceeding to Calcutta, the poet's friends 
had advised him to make up his differences 
wi th the Nawab. He, therefore, paid a visit to 
Loharu, but it served no useful purpose. 

No definite date can be given of Ghalib's 
departure from Delhi to Calcutta, but it 
appears that he left Delhi a short time 
before his arrival at Lucknow where, 
according to his Persian writings, he seems 
to have stayed for about eleven months. 
He set off from Lucknow to East India on 
June 27, 1827 (Ziq'ada 26, 1242 A. H . ) . 
When the poet reached Lucknow, Ghazi-ud-
Din Hyder was the King and Mu'tmad-
Daulah Agha M i r was the Naib-us-Saltanat 
who had started his career from a humble 
position, but, with the help of Nawab Beghum 
and the Resident, he gained influence over the 
King and had now almost exclusive control of 
State affairs. The period of his administra
tion constitutes a dismal tale of deteriorated 
statesmanship. Ghalib thought of presenting 
a Kasida to Aga M i r , but he found the 
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ceremonial conventions infra dig. His mind 
almost revolted against such condescension, 
and that was due to his "upbringing in the 
solitary chamber of l iber ty" : 

I have been brought up by the beneficent 
solitude of freedom; 

I would be an infidel if I ever went to the 
royal abode of a Sultan. 

Men of letters of Lucknow seem to have 
welcomed Ghalib, but the nobles such as the 
notorious Agha Mi r , who was undoubtedly 
a curse to the Nawab Wazirs of Oudh, 
lacked the necessary vision to appreciate the 
traveller's poetic genius. The poet, however, 
soon realised the futility of an approach to 
the up-start. There is a reference to Lucknow 
in one of the poet's ghazah :— 

The cause of coming to Lucknow does not 
come to light, 

As for the inclination to travel and sight-seeing 
—we have little. 
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Ghal ib bade farewell to Lucknow on Friday, 
June 27, and reached Cawnpore after three 
days, and shortly after proceeded to Banda. He 
passed through small villages, and then arrived 
in Al lahabad and ul t imately reached Benares 
when he was in indifferent health. The poet 
found the H i n d u ci ty very refreshing and its 
at traction was the cause of his w r i t i n g a Mathnavi, 
Chiragn-i-Dair. The only cause of distress to 
the poet was the separation from his friends— 
Fazl- i -Haq, Husam-ud-Din, A m i n - u d - D i n 
A h m a d K h a n etc., otherwise he was content. 
The beauty of Benares elicited verses of praise 
from the poet's pen :— 

If there be no Jahanabad (Delhi ) , there is no 
grievance; 

M a y the wor ld be populous, there is no scarcity 
of accomodation! 

Ghal ib found Benares so pleasant a ci ty 
that forty years after, he wrote in one of his 
letters that if he had visited the ci ty in his 
youthful days, he would have settled there as a 
permanent citizen. Ghal ib proceeded from 
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Benares to Patna and Murshidabad, and 
arrived in Calcutta on February 21, 1825, 
(Sha'ban 4, 1243 A. H . ) . There he rented a 
spacious house in the Haveli of Mirza Al i in 
Simla Bazar. 

Before Ghalib's arrival in Calcutta, the news 
of Nawab Ahmad Bakhsh's death had reached 
him. The poet's meeting with the officials in 
Calcutta made him hopeful about his success 
in his pension case. During those days M r . 
Andrew Sterling was Chief Secretary who knew 
Persian fairly well and, according to Ghalib, 
was a man of taste (the poet presented 
a Kasida to h im which was greatly appreciated). 
M r . Simon Fraser was then serving as Assistant 
Secretary. The latter met Ghalib in a very cor
dial manner with "an embrace and presentation 
of scent and betel-leaf." M r . Sterling presented 
the poet's application, addressed to the Governor-
General, to the Council, which, having regard 
to procedure,, ordered the application to be 
first presented to the Agent at Delhi. Ghalib, 
therefore, wrote to his legal adviser, H ira 
Lal l , at Delhi to secure a recommendation from 
Sir Edward Colebrooke, but the letter and the 
power-of-attorney reached Delhi * after many 
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months. As Sir Edward had now gone on a 
tour, the application could not be presented. 
The Governor-General and his Council were 
also out of the station. In these circumstances, 
Ghalib could do but little about his case ; on the 
other hand, he had time enough to interest him
self in poetic gatherings. There was a literary 
Association in the Calcutta Madrasah, under 
the auspices of which a monthly symposium 
used to be held. The symposium was a great 
literary entertainment which attracted a 
large audience with many prominent men of 
letters. 

On one occasion, Ghalib recited a Persian 
Ghazal which evoked a storm of protest on the 
part of Indian scholars who relied upon the 
Persian scholarship of Mirza Qatil , for whom 
Ghalib had little regard. The correctness of 
the use of the word hama in the following verse 
was disputed :— 

The objection was that the word 'alam could 
not be preceded by hama which required a plural 
noun after it and the authority which Ghalib's 
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opponents quoted was that of Mirza Qati l . 
But this was a wrong view and a ridiculous 
objection, for, the Persian poets such as Hafiz 
and others use the word as Ghalib used i t . 
Among those who ranged themselves in the 
opposite camp against Ghalib were Maulvi 
Abdul Qadir of Rampur, Maulvi Karam 
Husain of Bilgram, Maulvi Ni 'mat A l i of 
Azimabad and others. Mirza Ghalib also had 
his supporters. During those days Kifayat Khan, 
the Persian Ambassador, had come to Calcutta 
as a representative of Shahzada Kamran of 
Herat. He recited many verses supporting the 
right use of hama'alam. As Mirza Ghalib was a 
stranger in Calcutta, he did not like to be 
involved in a literary dispute which was bound 
to affect his peace of mind. He, therefore, wrote 
a Mathnavi, Bad-i-Mukhalif which is a sort 
of an apologia in which the poet takes the 
opportunity to clarify the objection brought 
against his Ghazal and describes his adverse 
circumstances. The attitude of the poet, how
ever, is .compromising. He did not like to 
humiliate Delhi by his behaviour, but at the 
same time, he deprecated the blindness of 
Indian scholars in setting up Qati l and Waqif 
as indisputable authorities, for, they were Indians 
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and could not be quoted as authority on chaste 
Persian. The opponents of Ghalib in fact 
represented a conservative school; Ghalib, on 
the other hand, was relying on a group of great 
Persian poets such as Zuhuri, 'U r f i , Naziri and 
Hazin, and far more upon his personal 
genius :— 

Why should I depend on the charity of 
another ? 

I am a phoenix ; why should I be a fly ? 

During his stay in Calcutta, Ghalib made 
the acquaintance of Maulvi Siraj-ud-Din 
Ahmad, who became one of the poet's very 
close friends and often wrote letters to him. 
On his request, Ghalib made a selection of his 
Urdu and Persian verse known as Gul-i-Ra'na, 
which is rarely found now, but its preface and 
final note by Ghalib are included in the poet's 
Kulliat-i-Farsi. ' The poet stayed in Calcutta 
for about two years. In the Beginning, 
matters seemed to take a favourable turn, but 
events were only leading to a mirage. There 
was disappointment in store for him. In a few 
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short lines the poet describes Calcutta, its 
people and the injustice done to him :— 

I said, "I have come here with a request for 
justice." 

(She) said, " R u n a w a y and don't strike your 
head against stone !" 

It appears that the officials in Delhi and 
Calcutta had submitted reports favouring the 
cause of Mirza Ghalib, but, during this time, 
Colebrooke had to leave his office and a fresh 
investigation into the matter was undertaken. 
It was now of little use for Ghalib to continue 
his stay at Calcutta. He , therefore, returned 
to Delhi and on November 11, 1829, requested 
the new Agent, Francis Hawkins, to help him, 
but the Agent submitted his report in favour of 
Nawab Shams-ud-Din. Ghalib was apprised 
of the Agent's attitude, but he did not feel per
turbed as he was sure that M r . Sterling would 
set the matter right (Guftam Sterling haq-parast ast), 
but unfortunately the report had not yet reached 
Calcutta that Sterling died on M a y 23, 1830. 
The poet wrote an elegy on the occasion. The 
tide of events was now turning against Ghalib. 
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Lord Wil l iam Bentinck, who had relied upon the 
validity of a document—dated June 7, 1806, 
purported to be issued by Lord Lake and,, 
according to which the Nawab had to pay only 
five thousand rupees to the relatives of Nasr 
Ul lah Beg—which Ghalib maintained was of 
no value as it did not cancel an earlier letter 
of grant, dated M a y 4, 1806, gave his decision 
against Ghalib as Sir John Malcolm testified 
to the seal of Lord Lake on the disputed docu
ment. The poet had not miscalculated the 
coming events in Calcutta :— 

I said, "Who are these moon-like people ?" 
(She) said, "The beautiful ones of the realm 

of London !" 

I said, "Do they possess any heart ?" 
(She) said, "They have, but of iron !" 

Ghalib came to know of the decision of his 
case in August, 1831. He was not to rest satis-
fied with his lot. He took the matter further 
to the Governor-General and had a mind to 
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go to Calcutta once again, but he had no 
money to carry out his plans. He expected 
money from Lucknow in appreciation of his 
Kasida, but he had to wait—until the 
Governor-General's tour to Delhi. The dark 
night of disappointment had spread its wings 
over him and Ghalib saw no glimmer of hope. 
On his return to Delhi, Ghalib seldom moved 
out of his house. His only consolation was the 
company of his friends, such as Maulvi Fazl-i-
H a q , Nawab Mustafa Khan, Nawab Amin-ud-
Din Khan and Zia-ud-Din Khan, but in spite of 
his friend's sympathies, Ghalib's difficulties 
never showed signs of decrease. By the way, 
Ghalib wrote the preface to his Diwan-i-Raikhta 
in 1833 (April 16, Ziqa'da 24, 1248 A. H . ) . As 
Lord Will iam Bentinck paid a visit to Delhi, 
Ghalib did not attend the meeting where the 
nobles of Delhi had gathered to welcome him. 
He believed that Lord Bentinck had not been 
able to do justice to his case ; he still further 
looked to Lord Auckland as a "cloud of mercy"; 
(applications were submitted to him in 1836). 

During this period M r . Wil l iam Fraser was 
put to death (March 22, 1835). In this connec
tion, as has been mentioned before, Nawab 
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Shams-ud-Din was arrested and was hanged 
(October 3, 1835). The personal property of 
the Nawab was put up for sale. Many other re
percussions followed and the heirs of the Nawab 
submitted an application to the Government 
to safeguard their rights. Ghalib had now a 
chance to present the matter for reconsidera-
tion and demanded the amount of his pension 
which was calculated to be two lakhs and three 
thousand rupees. 

Ultimately, Ghalib sent his pension case to 
London and in a Kasida addressed to Queen 
Victoria said :— 

May it be, and it would only be good that the 
Empress of sea and land 

May at last fulfil the desire of Asad-ullah K h a n ! 

In short, from 1827 to 1844, Ghalib had to 
face a storm of worries, arising out of his pension 
case. During this period the poet had enter-
tained many kinds of vague desires and nourish-
ed hopes which in the end brought nothing 
but disappointment to him and the psychologi-
cal effect of such untoward circumstances was 
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calculated to be grave. This accounts for the 
fact that Ghalib's poetry is full of pathos and 
not unoften depressing and cold. 

A few months before the death of M r . Fraser, 
Ghalib was thinking of gaining influence in the 
Shah's Darbar. , Akbar Shah was the ruler in 
those days and as Zafar was then considered 
not to be of sound mind, attempts were 
made for the recognition of Shahzada Saleem 
as the heir-apparent. Obviously with some 
prospective hopes, Ghalib wrote a Kasida in 
praise of Akbar Shah and Prince Saleem. But 
the Government did not approve of the plan. 
On the death of Akbar Shah, Zafar ascended 
the throne (October, 1837) and Ghalib had to 
readjust his attitude towards the ruler. 

In 1835, after Nawab Shams-ud-Din had 
paid the penalty for taking part in the conspiracy 
against M r . Fraser, Al i Bakhsh Khan came to 
stay with Ghalib. During these days Ghalib's 
Persian Diwan, Mai Khana-i-Arzu, had been 
compiled; its final note was written in 1837. 
The final note to the poet's U r d u Diwan was 
written by Nawab Zia-ud-Din in 1838. 

From 1835 onwards Ghalib passed his days 
in expectation, surrounded by lingering hopes, 
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but he never condescended to stoop below his 
dignity. In 1842 when the poet was invited as 
a candidate for a Persian professorship at the 
Thomson College, he refused to see the officials 
as a servant and did not accept the service. 
In fact Ghalib was conscious of his nobility, 
believed in the traditional conventions of aris
tocracy, and spurned any kind of reflection 
of humiliation against his person. 

In 1842-43, Ghalib's Diwan-i-Raikhta was 
published. Those were the days when poetical 
symposiums were very popular in Delhi and 
Urdu and Persian ghazals were equally appre
ciated by the audience. Mirza Ghalib paid 
occasional visits to these Musha'ras, particularly 
to those arranged by Nawab Zia-ud-Din and 
Nawab Zain-ul-Abidin 'Arif. Mamnun, Sahbai, 
Azurda, Zauq, Momin and many others were 
among the prominent poets who used to 
attend these literary gatherings. During the 
year 1845, Persian ghazals had become very 
popular in these Musha'ras, Ghalib published 
his Persian Diwan in 1846. 



CHAPTER V 

I N P R I S O N 

IN 1847 (1264 A. H . ) , a very unfortunate 
event took place. The year synchronised with 

the poet's visit to the prison-house, the cause 
being his indulgence in gambling. The autho
rities in those days were very strict against 
social crimes and consequently a large number 
of gamblers were hauled up before the Court 
and sent to ja i l . The reports published in a 
contemporary paper, Ahsan-ul-Akhbar, throw 
sufficient light on the conditions prevailing in 
Delhi during this period. According to a report 
published in the paper, dated June 20, 1845, 
"The Kotwal of the City arrested about sixteen 
men for gambling and brought them before the 
Court. Nine men were sentenced to six month's 
imprisonment and fifty rupees fine...in default 
of payment of fine, such men were to be fettered 
and made to work repairing roads." 

Ghalib was not given to gambling in the 
bazaar sense. It was with him more of a 
social pastime. He took keen interest in chess 
and other such games, but while playing these 
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games, there used to be a nomina l bet. 
As the K o t w a l of the Ci ty was not on good 
terms w i t h the poet, he brought a false charge 
o f gambling against h i m . The Magistrate, M r . 
Roberts, before w h o m the case came up for 
hearing, knew l i t t le about Ghalib's social status 
and other personal affairs. He passed an 
order of six months5 imprisonment w i t h two 
hundred rupees as fine against the poet and 
in default of payment of fine, six month's 
further imprisonment. An addit ional payment 
o f fifty rupees could relieve h i m o f penal ser
vitude. The decision was declared on or about 
J u l y 2, 1847. The case went up in appeal before 
the Sessions Judge, who was closely acquainted 
w i t h Ghal ib and used to meet h i m freely in 
social gatherings ; but even he d id not pay 
heed to the matter and upheld the decision of 
the lower Court . A further appeal to the 
higher Cour t proved of l i t t le use. After three 
months, the Magistrate suo moto sent a report 
to the Sadr, and Ghal ib was released after 
having been behind the bars for three months. 

Inside the J a i l , Gha l ib passed his days as if 
he were inside a j u d i c i a l lock-up—with restraint 
on his movements (probably he was not keep-
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ing good health then). Meals, clothes and 
other requisites reached him from home and 
there were few restrictions on his friends5 visits 
to him. (The poet in his verse says that the 
jailer looked after his needs). Wi th all these 
facilities, Ghalib regarded his imprisonment as 
a great insult to his name and deeply felt that 
his prestige had been considerably lowered. 
Public opinion had protested against the injus
tice done to the poet who was a man of high 
social status and was held in great respect by 
the people. It was at the same time feared 
that the poet would not be able to endure the 
rigours of imprisonment. 

Ghalib was involved in this case on the 
basis of wrong information supplied by those 
who were inimically disposed towards him. 
Bahadur Shah wrote a letter of recommenda
tion to Mu'azzam-ud-Daulah Bahadur for the 
release of the poet, explaining therein that he 
was one of the nobles of the city and all that 
had happened was due to the evil intentions of 
his envious foes. The response thereto was 
that the case was going on in a law court and 
the law could not consider any such recom
mendation. 
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Within the four walk of the prison-house, 
Ghalib gave expression to his feelings in one of 
his very important poems, Habsiyya :— 

I wish to begin my song about bondage in the 
prison-house, 

The grief of my heart has disclosed a secret, I 
utter a cry ! 

The poem describes the coming of the poet 
to the jai l and the inmates5 greetings to him. 
The poet's usual pessimistic tune is predominant 
throughout:— 

Although there is no order as to my eternal 
imprisonment, 

Yet I do not any more expect happiness from 
Time. 

During these dark days, Nawab Mustafa 
Khan Bahadur Shaifta was looking after 
Ghalib and he provided him with great facilities, 
without which the event would have proved a 
tragedy for Ghalib who deeply appreciated the 
kindness of the Nawab:— 
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Mustafa Khan who shares my grief in this 
mishap— 

If I die, I need not fear death—is my mourner. 
In a Persian Kasida in praise of Nawab 

Mustafa Khan, the poet expressed his deep 
debt of obligation to the Nawab :— 

He hears—without the agency of the wind— 
My cry, even if I utter it in the corner of the 

prison-house! 



CHAPTER VI 

I N T H E K I N G ' S C O U R T 

ON H I S release from prison, before he had 
served the full term of his sentence, Ghalib 

was staying with Sheikh Naseer-ud-Din alias 
Kalai M i a n , a Sufi, revered by Bahadur Shah. 
Through Kalai M i a n , who was kindly disposed 
towards Ghalib, the latter not only had an easy 
access to the King's court, but also gained a 
considerable influence there. Before Kalai 
Mian's recommendation, Ghalib had already 
established his connection with the members of 
the Royal family as he often paid visits to the 
Fort on various occasions, submitted Kasidas 
and received presents and Khal'at in appreci
ation thereof. Thus we find a Kasida in 
Ghalib's Kulliat in praise of Akbar Shah who 
died in 1837. There were people at the court 
who did not like to see Ghalib gain a position 
of influence there and were perhaps creating 
obstacles in his way. Thus the poet, in a Kasida 
to the King, brings to his notice the fact that he 
did not find his way to the Royal Assembly :— 
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I don't find access to the King's court; may the 
house of sky perish ! 

I am not an associate of the Shah ; may the 
face of T ime turn black ! 

How can I start a new career of singing 
praises when I 

Do not find my way to the Assembly of the 
world-conquering King. 

There are verses in which Ghalib made 
sarcastic remarks against his rivals and the 
satirical expression of the poet reveals the 
hidden influences working against him. 

On June 4, 1850, Ghalib had the honour to 
receive the title of Najm-ud-Daula, Dabir-ul-
Mulk , Nizam Jang from the King and was 
appointed a writer of the history of the T imur 
dynasty, a post which carried an annual sum of 
six hundred rupees as emolument and Khal'at 
Ghalib used to receive his monthly pay regular-
ly up to Apri l , 1857, except on one occasion 
when an order was issued to the effect that the 
Employees in the Fort should receive their pay 
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in a l u m p sum twice a year. As the poet always 
badly needed money, the order proved a source 
of distress to h i m . He , therefore, submitted a 
few verses, characteristic of his humour, to the 
K i n g and soon had his grievance removed. 

The year 1850 proved very auspicious for 
G h a l i b ; besides the great honours that were 
showered on h i m in the form of titles and his 
appointment as a chronicler, he was asked to 
work as a tutor to the heir-apparent Shahzada 
Fa th -u l -Mulk , the remuneration being four 
hundred rupees annually. (The Shahzada, who 
had married the widow of Nawab Shams-ud-
Din—Dagh's mother, it seems, attached no 
importance to past events). But Prince 
Fa th -u l -Mulk was not destined to live for more 
than two years after Ghalib's appointment. 

In the beginning of Mihr-i-Nimroz, Ghal ib 
throws some l ight on his access to the K i n g 
throughrthe agency of K a l a i M i a n , but H a k i m 
Ahsan-Ullah Khan's personal regard for the 
poet and appreciation of his prose were in no 
degree less responsible for Ghalib's appointment 
as a compiler of the history of the T i m u r i d 
Kings—Mihr-i-Nimroz* Thus Ghal ib writes :— 

" I f i t were lawful in the Shari'at, I wou ld 
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have said, 'The King is Alexander and the 
Hakim, Aristotle ' . . ." 

Hakim Ahsan-Ullah Khan used to collect 
the necessary historical material and write in a 
rough manner for Ghalib who transformed it 
into Persian prose in his ornate style. The 
first part of Mihr-i-Nimroz was completed in 
1852 (in which year Momin and ' A r i f died— 
' A r i f 's death was a great shock to the poet) 
and was printed by order of the King in 1855. 
Mihr-i-Nimroz comprised the historical events 
under the Timur id Kings up to the death of 
Humayun. The other part which was to i n 
clude the historical period from Akbar's acces
sion to the days of Bahadur Shah II was never 
undertaken by the poet. It was proposed to be 
called Mah-i-Nim-mah. 

Ghalib's closer associations with the Fort 
were pregnant wi th many changes in his literary 
efforts. As the King was himself a poet and 
wrote Urdu verse, Ghalib had to write Urdu 
ghazals to the taste of his patron. Owing to 
his preoccupation with Mihr-i-Nimroz, the poet's 
correspondence wi th his friends was now carried 
on in U r d u and in later years was published in 
the form of a book which increased the literary 
reputation of Ghalib. In 1855, the King confer-
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red on Ghalib the honour of correcting his verses 
and the fact must have greatly enhanced his 
social prestige. During the period following 
1850, his rivalry with Zauq became all the 
more acute and, in December, 1851, the pre
sentation of Sihra to Prince Jawan Bakht, in the 
closing lines of which Ghalib had indulged in 
poetic licence, led to a literary duel between 
the two prominent poets at the court. But 
Ghalib was fully conscious of the adversity of 
the circumstances and the atmosphere in which 
he was passing his days. He wrote to Nawab 
Sa'd-ud-Din Shafaq that it was only in res
ponse to the Prince and the Queen that he had 
undertaken to attempt the Sihra and was not 
interested in carrying on the conflict further 
His only defence against his rival was :— 

" A l l that is pride for you in your speech, is an 
insult to me." 

Since Ghalib's visit to Lucknow, he was 
anxious to establish his connection with the 
Kings of Oudh and, to this end, he wrote 
Kasidas to be presented at Lucknow (the first 
he wrote, was perhaps after November, 1832), 
but fortune did not favour him. The nobles at 
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Lucknow were b l i n d to poetry and i f there 
was appreciation at a l l , the intermediaries— 
Raushan-ud-Daula and one Munshi being dis
honest, the money sent to the poet never 
reached h i m . I t was in 1852 that Ghalib 's 
Kasidas bore f rui t , when W a j i d A l i Shah's 
Government granted an allowance of rupees 
five hundred to the poet, bu t now the days of 
the k ingdom of O u d h were numbered and in 
1854 Waj id A l i Shah, the last K i n g of Oudh , 
was sent to Calcutta as a State prisoner. T h e 
effect on Ghal ib of the collapse of the 
Government of O u d h was to be compensated 
by his connections soon to be established w i t h 
the Darbar o f Rampur . Nawab Yusaf A l i 
K h a n Naz im, of Rampur , came to De lh i in his 
younger days for study. The young Nawab in 
those days used to be taught Persian by Ghal ib 
and the relations so established were further 
strengthened through the influence of M a u l v i 
Fazl- i -Haq, who was a scholar of repute in his 
day and had been invi ted to R a m p u r by the 
Nawab . On M a u l v i Sahib's request, Ghal ib 
presented his Diwan and Persian Kasida to the 
Nawab Sahib who honoured the poet by 
appoint ing h i m his Ustaz and thenceforth looked 
after his w o r l d l y needs. 
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Political events in India were now under the 
shadow of the spirit of change and forbode a dis-
mal future. The Fort of Delhi with its residents 
was faced with far-reaching changes. In 1854 
very important decisions were made as to the 
removal of the Royal family and other allied 
important matters. Poor Ghalib, who was too 
old and enfeebled by his mode of life and cir-
cumstances, could not face the situation—not to 
say anything about his concern about the cir-
cumstances and forces around. He had caught a 
glimpse of the approaching tragedy. Thus he 
writes to a friend :— 

"Since the ' I d night the King is ill—now 
what else would happen—and what would 
befall me who sleep in the shadow of his wall?" 

The Royal master was in fact deserted by 
his courtiers ; even his close friends left him to 
his fate. When the terrific storm was at its height, 
the last of the Moghuls found himself all 
alone. T he poet had seen that the wind was 
against the Moghuls; he, therefore, inclined 
towards the British and sent a Qasida to 
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Queen Victoria through Lord Canning with a 
request to the Empress to confer on him a suit
able title and Khal'at as was the custom of the 
kings of Rum and Iran. The poet probably 
suggested that he should be graced with the 
title of "Queen's Poet". In the beginning of 
1857, the officials informed him that his appli
cation would be disposed of after due enquiry. 
The poet was now looking forward to brighter 
days when the smoke of tragedy that was seen 
rising in the early fifties, enveloped Delhi in 
a dark cloud. 



CHAPTER V I I 

1857 A N D A F T E R -

AF T E R the death of the great M o g h u l 
Emperor Aurangzeb Alamgi r in 1707, the 

State affairs began to show signs of dr i f t ing 
towards a chaos. T h e successors of the great 
Emperor , the statesmen and mi l i t a ry officers 
could not check the forces of disintegration 
wh ich were slowly creeping into the Empire . 
There were kings and viziers—Shah Alams and 
Ftmad-ud-Daulas, but the pol i t ical system 
defied their petty efforts. The M o g h u l soldiery 
was now a strange contrast to a handful of 
Mirzas and Begs who followed Babur (that 
most admirable of the Asiatic Princes) to I n d i a 
and established w i t h i n a short space of t ime an 
Empire . T h e Moghuls were now re t i r ing and 
had lost the essential w i l l and force to control 
their circumstances—the ru l ing class was now 
facing social decay on an unprecedented scale. 
T h e story of the post-Moghul period forms a 
woeful chapter in w o r l d history. 

After the days o f Shah A l a m I I , the Empi re 
presented the sight of a dying candle wh ich lost 
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its last glow and flicker with the removal of 
Bahadur Shah II from the Fort of Delhi as a 
consequence of the Mutiny in 1857 :— 

It was—that we saw at night every corner of 
the carpet— 

The skirt of the gardener and the palm of a 
flower-seller. 

The joy of the gait of the Saki and the rapture of 
the cry of the lute 

This—the Paradise of Sight and that—the 
Firdaus of the Ear! 

And now, on coming early in the morning, 
we would see in the Assembly, 

Neither that joy and rejoicing, nor that tumult 
and cry. 

Burnt by the scar of separation of last night's 
gathering, 

There remains a candle, and that even is dead ! 
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A short account of the events during the 
Mutiny is given in one of Ghalib's own wr i 
tings, Dast-anbuy, which is more or less a private 
diary of the poet, in which he used to record 
the daily events as were reported to him. The 
book is not of so great a value, a fact which 
can be inferred from a letter to one of the poet's 
friends. The letter runs :— 

"I w i l l send a copy (of Dast-anbuy) to the 
Nawab Governor-General Bahadur as a present 
and another copy wi l l be sent through him to the 
Queen of England. Now, you can well imagine 
what would be its style—and why should the 
printers object to its printing ?" 

Besides, Dast-anbuy was written by a person 
who seldom moved out of his house during the 
eventful days of the Mutiny, but still there is 

much which throws useful and sufficient light 
on contemporary events. 

"The Mutiny broke out on May 11, 1857," 
says Ghalib, "when all of a sudden the walls and 
doors of the Fort and Delhi city were shaken 
and commotion overtook the earth. On that 
day, a few soldiers from amongst the vengeance-
seeking army of Meerut entered the city. 
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A l l of them uncompromising and rebellious— 
thirsty for the blood of the English 

as well as of the wardens of the city..." While 
the army from Meerut marched to Delhi and 
disturbed the peace of the city by inciting the 
inflammable material to rise, there were, 
according to Ghalib, a few peaceably dis
posed citizens who confined themselves to the 
corners of their houses and had no connection 
with the rebellion. The poet refers to him
self :— 

"One of the sorrow-stricken was I who 
stuck to my house." 

Terrific noise and news of the disturbance 
reached the poet, but he could not enquire into 
the matter. In the meantime, news came that 
the British Agent and the officers of the Fort 
were murdered, and the cavaliers and foot-men 
ran in all directions. The rebels, it is said, in their 
fury resorted to wholesale murder of the British, 
spilt blood to the extent that the earth was all 
blood. The cruelty of the Meerut soldiers 
to the British "fairy-faced women and rose
like children" greatly shocked the poet as 
is revealed by his feelings expressed in 
Dast-anbuy. 
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As the days passed, more insurgents rushed 
into Delhi and encamped in different places. 
The Fort and gardens were turned into stables 
and the King's chamber was used as a sleeping-
room. The events in Delhi and around it were 
daily adding to the prevailing disorder. News 
of the murder of army officers from moffussii 
stations came pouring in . The peasants in 
villages rose in rebellion, joined hands with the 
soldiers and moved towards Delhi to claim their 
share in the spoils of the Imperial City. In the 
words of the poet, "The city was without a 
K ing and the people without a leader; the 
robbers were under no fear of arrest or prosecu
tion : houses were laid waste...". The nobles of 
the city were facing a crisis ; the families of the 
elite found themselves in great helplessness and 
poverty. These unfortunate events led to a 
great social metamorphosis and the aristocratic 
families had to undergo tyrannies beyond des
cription. Most of them were driven out of 
De lh i ; many of them moved to Qutub Sahib 
and its vicinity, and many wandered away, 
never to return. 

Inside the city, the high class people passed 
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their days in unthinkable poverty ; their valu
ables and property had been looted and there 
was nothing left to wear or spread underneath 
to sleep on. On the other hand, the mob saw 
in those dark days of Delhi the appearance of 
a glorious dawn as it would mean a change in 
their destiny, 

Bahadur Shah, the last Moghul King, was 
asked by the insurgents to be their leader, but 
according to Ghalib, they came round him as a 
halo round the moon. At last the insurgents 
came into conflict with the British forces and 
were driven away when the British attacked 
Kashmiri Gate. Now that the British 
forces had captured the city, wholesale arrests 
and murder were still the order of the day. 
The inhabitants of the city closed their doors 
in panic. The insurgents were hovering around 
Ajmeri, Turkoman and Delhi Gates. The 
British being infuriated, resorted to extreme 
martial measures—people were killed and 
houses were set on fire. In great confusion and 
panic, the inhabitants of the city began to 
leave their houses and moved out of the four 
walls of the city. 
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During these stormy days, Ghalib quietly sat 
in his house waiting for the storm to pass over. 
In an atmosphere of suspicion and uncertainty, 
he writes:— 

"I said, when I have done no wrong, I 
would not deserve any reproach. Neither the 
English kill the innocent, nor is the climate of the 
city unpleasant. How does it concern me that 
I should throw myself into thoughts (fears) of 
destruction and, falling and rising, take the 
way (out) ." 

On September 18, 1857, the city and the 
Fort passed into the hands of the British. 
After that, Ghalib writes, his lane also had 
come under the dark shadow of the Mutiny 
and the noise of 'strike and kill reached 
it. The residents of the houses, as they were 
in a state, of fear, closed their doors against 
outsiders. During these days, the city presented 
a deserted view. The bazaars were closed. 
There was little to eat and less to drink. 
The poet in such conditions was forced to 
sell his clothes to get something to eat. He 
had no clothes except those of daily use. He 
therefore, once wrote:— 
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"You would say, others eat bread, I eat 
clothes!" 

Those days were terrible. No one could move 
about freely in the streets and only few could 
venture out to fetch water. It was, somehow, 
under the protection of the Maharaja of Patiala's 
men who were posted near the house of the 
Hakim family, that Ghalib's servants once moved 
out to fetch water. As they could not go out 
far away to the well of sweet water, they 
only returned with salt water. The poet, as he 
writes, passed his days as if he were a prisoner. 
No one came to talk to him, nor did he go out 
to see things for himself. Certainly, he could 
speak of himself " M y ears are deaf and my eyes 
are blind." One day when there was great scar
city of water, a shower of rain fell, and Ghalib 
managed to collect water in a vessel by spread
ing a piece of cloth over it. Thus he says :— 

"This time the merciful cloud brought 
water from the fountain of life and surely what 
Alexander sought in his kingdom and did not 
find, this (Ghalib), with a bitter palate and 
given to drinking salt-water, found in a desert." 

It appears that, owing to the presence of 
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Patiala's soldiers, the house of Ghalib remained 
safe, but the jewellery and other valuables that 
Begum Ghalib had secretly sent to Kalai Shah's 
house for safe deposit, were dug out by the 
victorious forces. When the secret was dis
closed to Ghalib, it was too late and he 
consoled himself with the idea that "as it was 
to go, it did not go from his house." 

Dast-anbuy describes an incident which occur-
ed on October 5, and it must have caused 
great anxiety to Ghalib. Some English soldiers 
jumped over the wall and entered Ghalib's 
lane and, ignoring other houses, turned their 
attention to the poet's residence. They did 
not touch his property but took ' A r i f 's two sons 
and a few neighbours to Col. Browne, where 
after a bit of enquiry, Ghalib was allowed to 
return to his house that very day. Another 
version is that a certain friend of the poet had 
approached the Colonel and, owing to his 
timely intervention, the poet was let off. 

During those days of social upheaval, one 
can easily imagine the state of the poet's domes
tic affairs. His brother, Mirza Yusaf, had been 
suffering for a long time from mental derange
ment. He resided in a house at a considerable 
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distance from that of Ghalib. He had a wife 
and children, but, it seems that during those 
troublous days, his wife and children had 
deserted him under pressure of circumstances 
and in his house there remained only a couple 
of old servants—a woman servant and a darban. 
Ghalib came to know of all this, but, under the 
shadow of the Mutiny, he could do nothing 
practical for his dearly beloved brother. The 
poet was always thinking as to how his brother 
passed the night and what he ate in the day, 
but he knew so little about him that he could 
not say whether "he was alive, or, had died of 
hardship." 

Nawab Mo'in-ud-Din, who was related to 
Ghalib, writes in his account of the Mutiny 
that Mirza Yusuf, who was of unsound mind, 
came out of his house on hearing the noise of 
gun-fire and was killed, but, according to 
Ghalib, the old darban of Mirza Yusuf brought 
the news on the morning of October 19, that 
the Mirza had died the previous night after 
five days' continuous illness. Mirza Ghalib was 
now facing a double tragedy. Circumstanced 
as he was, the funeral of Yusuf required.so 
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many things to be done which lay beyond 
Ghalib's power. But his neighbours showed 
great sympathy towards him; they took two or 
three chadars with them to use as a shroud for 
the corpse and buried Yusuf close to a mosque. 

After the fall of Delhi, for some months the 
balance turned in the other direction and 
resort was had to force "to lay the dust of dis-
turbance" :— 

What they call Chowk is a death-haunt; 
The house is comparable to a prison! 

The poet passed his days and nights in con-
stant anxiety and unrest. People carried news 
about one another to the officers and as a 
consequence, many arrests were made. On 
February 2, the officer in charge of the city took 
into custody Hakim Mahmud Khan with sixty 
other people. Fortunately, the Hakim Sahib 
and a few other dignitaries were released after 
three days. Ghalib and many other prominent 
people of Delhi had sought the protection of the 
Hakim Sahib who used his influence to save 
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those against whom complaints were made. 

Most of Ghalib's friends and relatives 
suffered greatly as a result of the Mutiny., 
On the day of the fall of Delhi , Nawab Zia-ud-
D i n and Nawab Amin-ud-Din thought of going 
to Lahore with their families, but they had 
not yet reached M i h r - i - W a l i when robbers 
surrounded them and took away everything 
except their apparel. Their houses in Delhi 
were plundered and buildings were rased 
to the ground. Nawab Zia-ud-Din and Husain 
Mirza had to face great odds; the destruc
tion of their houses is all the more lamentable 
as they used to collect Ghalib's manuscripts of 
U r d u and Persian prose and poetry which 
perished with their houses. 

A few days after, five other chiefs (Jagirdars) 
of the dependencies of Delhi were put under 
arrest. M a n y nobles fled from Delhi with 
their families. Their houses were searched and 
looted; valuables were carried away and the 
houses were burnt. Some of the princes were 
shot dead ; others were hanged. Out of those 
who remained, some were thrown into the 
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prison-house and some sought safety in flight, 
never to return. Against the unfortunate 
K ing who was keeping indifferent health, a case 
by way of enquiry was instituted. The Muslim 
population of Delhi was the target of all kinds 
of atrocities and, according to the estimate of 
Ghalib, there were only about a thousand 
souls left in the city during a period of five months' 
constant disturbance and Ghalib was one of 
them. Most of the Muslims had gone out to 
the suburbs of Delhi where they had to 
encounter untold miseries. 

In December, 1857, and January, 1858, it 
appears that the people were under pressure 
of official high-handedness and it was difficult for 
the citizens to communicate with one another. 
Thus Ghalib writes: "I put i t to you, i f I were 
to write, what should I write ? Can I write, or, 
is there anything to write ? What is all that 
you have written ? What is that I write now ? 
I t is (all) that up t i l l now we are alive. Any 
thing besides, neither you would write nor I . " 

In another letter :— 

"......But-can write nothing; if we happen 
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to meet again, we would say—otherwise, inna 
lillahi wa inna ilaihi raji'un." 

The awe-inspiring series of events that 
were taking place around Ghalib made him 
think, and think in a different line. His incli
nation carried him to the extent of wholly dis-
associating himself from the Fort lest he should 
be involved in difficulties with the Royal family 
(possibly share their fate). Bahadur Shah, how
ever, met the tragedy like a brave man. He 
was to be transported to Rangoon where he 
passed his last days and never forgot 
his dignity. It is said that the 
Queen was a source of infinite source of inspira
tion and courage to the Shah in exile. The 
Royal couple passed their days in complete 
resignation and maintained their social status 
by selling the most valuable diamonds and 
pearls that had passed to them from the great 
Moghul dynasty as a legacy. Ghalib refers to 
himself in one of his letters (written during 
these days), as a humble poet who had only 
undertaken the task of writing history and 
correcting verse which could be looked upon 
either as service or labour. 

Among the various limitations that were 
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imposed upon Ghalib, a very serious one was 
the lack of wine which continued to destroy his 
peace of mind up to December, 1858, He says 
in a letter :— 

"There is no place to go (to) ; there is none 
to come to me. That 'araq, which kept up 
the required energy, is not available." 

On the first of November, 1858, a Declara
tion of General Amnesty was issued and the 
occasion was celebrated by a chiraghan in Delhi. 
The poet also took part in the celebrations. 

Many of Ghalib's friends lost their lives 
during the Mutiny and their loss was keenly 
felt by Ghalib. Among the contemporary 
men of letters who were intimately known 
to Ghalib were Maulvi Fazl-i-Haq Khairabadi, 
Mufti Sadr-ud-Din Azurda and Nawab Mustafa 
Khan Shaifta. After the Mutiny Maulvi 
Fazl-i-Haq was accused of having rendered 
help to the insurgents and was sentenced to 
transportation for life to the Andamans. A 
case was instituted against Mufti Sadr-ud-
Din Azurda. The Mufti Sahib's life was, 
however, saved. Nawab Mustafa Khan 
Shaifta, the author of Gulshan-i-Baikhar, who is 
reputed for his simplicity and purity of style, 
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was also accused of having given help to the 
insurgents and was sentenced to seven years' 
imprisonment. In January, 1859, however, he 
was granted pardon. 

During the Mutiny, the economic condition 
of Ghalib had descended to its lowest ebb and 
his sources of income had been unavoidably clos
ed. The payment of the fifty rupees he used to 
receive from the Fort and the annual sum of seven 
hundred and fifty rupees—his family pension, 
came to a stop forthwith, owing to the tumultu
ous state of affairs in Delhi. Bahadur Shah 
had his own worries. British administration 
had been upset by the unexpected fiery 
insurrection that had its beginning in Meerut 
and shortly engulfed Delhi in its flames. After 
conditions had reverted to a normal state, 
Ghalib was accused of having sympathy with 
the rebel soldiers and as a consequence 
his pension was suspended. Ghalib did not 
receive his pension for three years. Fortune 
favoured him in May, I860, when he received 
the full sum due on account of his pension; 
but it was, however, some years later that his 
request for Khil'at was favourably consi
dered. In July, 1859, Nawab Yusuf Ali Khan 
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granted him a monthly allowance of a hundred 
rupees, but the sum was not sufficient to meet 
his liabilities and domestic needs. 

Hearing the news of Nawab Mustafa Khan 
Shaifta's release, who had been sentenced to 
seven years' imprisonment, but was later found 
innocent, Ghalib undertook a journey to 
Meerut in January, 1859, in order to see the 
I^awab Sahib who had been so kind to him in 
his adverse circumstances. 

The suspension of Ghalib's pension was the 
cause of his writing many Kasidas to higher 
officials—one was sent to Queen Victoria. 
On March 17, 1858, the Commissioner of 
Delhi wrote back to Ghalib that it contained 
nothing but praise. A few months after, Dast-
anbuy was printed and the poet sent a few copies 
(perhaps to please the authorities) to England 
and presented a few to the officials in India, but, 
Ghalib was still under the shadow of official 
suspicion. He was not invited to the Darbar 
held at Meerut in 1860, and still greater dis
appointment must have been caused by the 
return of the Kasida written to Lord Canning, 
wi th the remarks—"such things should not be 
sent to us any further." 
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In January, 1860, Ghalib paid a visit to 
Rampur probably to seek the Nawab's inter
vention in his pension case. The Nawab 
welcomed the poet with _all the friendly con
ventions and, by way of appreciation of the 
poet's learning and art, granted him a monthly 
allowance of Rs. 200 during the poet's stay at 
Rampur, and one hundred rupees in case he 
stayed in Delhi. But, as Ghalib had taken 
along with him 'Arif 's two children, he shortly 
returned to Delhi (in March) when he received 
his pension that was due. 

The criticism of Burhan-i-Qati—the well-
known Persian dictionary compiled by Maulvi 
Muhammad Husain, of the Deccan— which 
took the shape of Qati-i-Burhan early in 1859 
and was published in 1861 (later called 
Dirafsh-i-Kaviani), gave rise to bitter resentment 
on the part of a certain section of Indian 
scholars. Ghalib, as a reading of Mihr-i-Nimroz 
and Dast-anbuy shows, was given to writing 
classical Persian with Dasatirish vocabulary, 
to the exclusion of Arabic words. His peculiar 
aptitude for writing chaste, but archaic, Persian 
and his vast study enabled him to find fault 
with the Maulvi's dictionary ; but in his seal 
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for criticism, the poet rather went out of his way 
to criticise the Maulvi himself. A storm of 
protest rose against Ghalib's attitude and his 
criticism, which almost bewildered Ghalib and 
his friends. The criticism, owing to its pun
gency, with all its value, made the poet's life 
for sometime very unpleasant. 



CHAPTER V I I I 

T H E POET'S D E C L I N I N G YEARS 

FR O M 1860 onwards, Ghalib's health was 
failing, as his letters show, and during his 

declining years, physical ailments robbed 
him of his peace of mind in his old age. 
Mental weakness and dizziness would not 
allow him to correct the verses sent to him 
for Mah. On the occasion of Nawab Kalb 
Ali Khan's succession, 1865, Ghalib went 
to Rampur with the young Mirzas—Baqir 

Ali Khan and Husain Ali Khan. The 
poet stayed there for three months. On his 
way back to Delhi, he fell ill in Muradabad, 
where Sir Syed Ahmad Khan looked after his 
comfort (Sir Syed was then Sadr-us-Sudur 
there). After a few days, the poet recovered 
his health and made his way to Delhi. Al
though he now gained temporary relief, his 
health was giving way. In a letter dated, 

May 12, 1866, he says :— 

"I was weak before, I am now half dead; 
I was dead before, I shall be soon blind ," 
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It seems Ghalib was getting tired of life as 
he wrote :— 

Happy is the day when I shall pass this 
deserted Manzil ! 

And it is not difficult to imagine why he 
exclaimed:— 

O imminent Death ! what awaiteth thou ? 

During the last few years, the poet was too 
weak mentally and physically to attempt seri
ous verse. Probably he wrote his last Persian 
Ghazal in 1865, in response to Nawab Amin-
ud-Din's request and his last Urdu Ghazal in 
1866, at the request of Mirza 'Ala-ud-Din (the 
Nawab's son). Even during his illness, the 
poet carried on correspondence with his friends 
and was conscious of the value of his friendly 
communications. 'Ud-i.Hindi (a collection of 
the poet's letters) was published in October, 
1868, but Urdu-i-Mifalla was not destined to 
see the light of day during the poet's life
time. 

For some years before the end had drawn 
near, it had become almost impossible for the 
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poet, says Hal i , to move about freely. H e was 
usually confined to his bed and took little food. 
Khawaja 'Aziz-ud-Din 'Aziz, of Lucknow, has 
left a descriptive sketch of the poet's condition 
in which he saw the great artist, when he 
stopped at Delhi, on his way to Kashmir. 
Says the Khawaja :— 

" M i r z a Ghalib's house was made of pucka 
bricks. It had a big gate adjoining which 
there was a room and in that room was a 
charpai; on it was lying an old man of about 
eighty or eighty-two, with a fragile, emaciated 
body ; he had a book on his breast which he 
was reading—his eyes probing into i t : this was 
M i r z a Ghalib who was probably glancing 
through the Diwan of Qa'ani. 

We salaamed him, but he was so deaf that 
our voice did not reach his ear. We then 
thought of returning presently; in the mean
time Ghalib raised himself with the help of a 
side bar of the charpai and looked towards us. 
We salaamed him again; with great difficulty he 
descended from the charpai and sat on the 
carpet, asked us to sit by him and placed the 
inkstand and paper before us, saying :— 

'I can see a little with my eyes, but, I 
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cannot heat wi th my ears. A l l that I ask—please 
write down its answer !' During the conver
sation, the poet ordered his servant to bring his 
meal and the Khawaja, to avoid disturbance to 
the old poet, begged leave of him but they 
were politely asked to wait and a feeble voice 
was heard,: 'You took the trouble perhaps 
to see me. That is very kind of you ! D id you 
notice my weakness, it is difficult for me 
to move about; did you see the condition of my 
sight, I do not recognise a man ; did you mark 
my hearing capacity, although one may shout 
as loudly as possible, I cannot hear ; you have 
noticed my mode of reciting a Ghazal—you 
have listened to my kalam. There is one thing 
left—what I eat and how much I eat; 
please note before going away.' In the mean
time, the meal was brought which consist
ed of two light loaves, a small quantity of 
roasted meat in a tray, and also some 
fruit. The poet had hardly taken two morsels 
when he finished his meal. We wondered how 
the old man lived on such a small quantity of 
food." 

A few days before his death, the poet lost 
consciousness, but occassionally recovered his 
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senses. Hal i visited the poet the day before 
his death when he was feeling a little better. 
He was then dictating a letter to Nawab 'Ala-
ud-Din Ahmad Khan. The Nawab had en-
quired after the poet's health from Loharu. 
The poet dictated :— 

"What do you ask me about my condition ? 
—You might enquire from my neighbours 

in a day or so " 

During his last days as the end was draw-
ing near, the poet was often heard reciting his 
pathetic verse wi th subdued breath :— 

The last breath is now on its way— 

Dear ones ! Eternal is the glory of Allah ! 

Ghalib breathed his last on February 15, 
1869. " T i l l the dawn appears and shadows 
flee !" Funeral arrangements were made under 
the supervision of Nawab Zia-ud-Din Ahmad 
Khan and the poet was buried in the vicinity 
of Sheikh Nizam-ud-Din's tomb, close to Nawab 
Ilahi Bakhsh Khan Ma ' ru f 's grave. 

INNA LILLAHI \VA INNA ILAIHI RAJl'UN. 
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T H E ODES OF G H A L I B 

Against whose artful writing does the Painting 
utter a plaintive cry ? 

The form of every picture wears a paper-attire. 

Ask not about the diligence of my hard-hearted-
ness in solitude, 

To turn the Evening into Morning is to dig the 
Canal of Milk ! 

Cognizance may spread its net of hearing to 
any extent, 

The Phoenix is the object of our Universe of 
Speech. 
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O Ghalib ! Whereas even in captivity I have 
my feet on fire, 

The ring of my chain is a hair that hath seen fire! 

Did none other than Qais come to face the task 
(Love) ? 

The desert was perhaps as narrow as the eyes 
of the envious ! 

Perturbation set the black mole of the heart 
r ight ; 

Thus it came to light that smoke was the 
wealth of the scar. 

In the dream, Fancy had its dealing with 
thee; 

When the eye opened, there was neither loss, 
nor gain ! 
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Still I am learning lessons in the school of the 
grief of the heart, 

But it is only this : that (raft) went and (bud) was. 

The shroud covered the scar of the defects of 
Nudity, 

I was, otherwise, in every attire a disgrace to 
Existence ! 

Asad ! Farhad, the mountain-digger, could not 
die without an adze ; 

He was only intoxicated wi th (the wine of) 
customs and conventions. 

You say that you would not hand over the 
heart, if found lying ; 

Where is the heart that .we lose? We have 
gained your object! 
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Through love the mind was able to relish life ; 
We found a remedy for the pain—a pain wi th-

out a remedy. 

It is friendly towards the foe, can't rely on the 
Heart— 

The sigh has proved without effect and the cry 
of little avail. 

Simplicity, skilfulness, ecstacy and wakefulness— 
Beauty, in its languor, has been found testing 

the (lover's) daring. 

The bud is going to blossom again ; to-day we 
saw 

Our heart turned into blood—having lost i t , 
found i t . 
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I am beyond Non-existence ; otherwise, O 
unmindful! many times, 

The wing of the Phoenix caught fire from my 
fiery sigh. 

The condition of the heart is not known, but 
only that 

We searched for it many a time—you found 
it many a time. 

My heart has been openly consumed by the 
inner burning; 

Like a silent fire, one would say, it has been 
(completely) burnt. 

In the heart there remains not even the desire 
for union, nor the Friend's memory; 

This house ght such a fire that it burned all 
therein. 
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Where am I to present the heat of the essence 
of thought ? 

Wi th the mere thought of wildness, the Sahara 
has become all ashes. 

My heart—I do not show you, otherwise, the 
spring of scars— 

This Illumination, alas ! has lost its ordainer in 
fire ! 

The wound did not do justice to the heart, 
O God! 

The fragrance of the flower, the cry of the 
heart and the smoke of the candle of the 

Assembly— 
Whoever came out of thy Assembly, came out 

perplexed. 
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My enterprising spirit was apprenticed in the 
first stage of Mortality ; 

A great difficulty, even this task has proved so 
easy! 

In the heart, Lamentation has again created 
tumult, O Ghalib! 

Alas ! the drop that did not emerge (as a tear), 
appeared as a storm. 

He, who was not equal to the engagement, died 
of threat, 

The adventurous Love asked for the brave to 
come forth. 

In life-time, there was always the peril of 
Death, 

Even before death my complexion was pale, 
(Ah me!) 
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I was (busy) compiling the treatises of Fidelity 
(while) 

The compendium of (my) thought was yet 
scattered in pieces. 

From the heart to the liver, there is now the 
bank of the river of blood, 

In the past, the splendour of the flower was but 
dust in this path. 

In no case ends the struggle of the grief of 
Love ; 

Even if the heart was gone, there was the 
grief of the heart. 

This corpse without-a shroud is—of the broken-
hearted Asad; 

God have mercy on him—He was a wonderful 
freeman ! 
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Owing to the munificence of heartlessness, 
eternal despair is easy ; 

Opening has liked the insolubility of our 
difficult knot. 

The desire for a stroll amidst flowers is the 
mirror of the Assassin's inhumanity; 

It interests her (to see) the wounded lover's 
rolling in blood. 

Thy rebellious lock has not been subdued by 
thy dawn ; 

Even this emerald has not proved a rival to the 
viper's breath! 

I had wished to free myself from the grief of 
faithfulness; 

The cruel beloved was not pleased even wi th 
my being dead. 
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Let the heart be a passage for the thought of 
wine and cup, 

If the breath has not been the high-way of the 
destination of pur i ty! 

I am content even if thou dost not make a 
promise, 

My ear has never been under the obligation 
of consolatory words. 

The garden of Ridhwan, which the ascetic 
praises so much, 

Is but a bouquet of our (wine-bibbers5) niche of 
oblivion. 

The awe of the Assassin did not check my cries, 
Any straw that came under my teeth became a 

fibre of the reed-forest. 
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I w i l l show the tamasha, if time permits me— 
Every scar of my heart is the seed of the 

cypress of Illumination. 

Thy splendour has brought the same change in 
the mirror-house, 

As the dazzling light of the sun brings in a dew-
abode. 

In my structure there lies concealed a phase of 
ruin ; 

The Heyula of the lightning of the harvest is the 
hot blood of the peasant. 

In my silence are hidden millions of desires, 
turned into blood— 

I am an extinguished candle, mute, at a 
stranger's grave ! 
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Still there is a ray of the picture of my Friend's 
thought; 

The sad heart is, in a way, a cell in Joseph's 
prison. 

Thou hast slept by the side of a stranger some
where, otherwise, 

What is the cause of stealthy smiles, when thou 
appearest in my dream ? 

I had an attachment to the garden, but now I 
have no heart for i t — 

Now, even the wave of the fragrance of the 
flower disturbs me. 

I am wholly pledged to Love, and under com
pulsion attached to Existence— 

I am worshipping Lightning, and am sorrowful 
for the product. 
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Only thou art not the spouse of the voices of the 
Secret; 

Otherwise, here what is a veil is the fret of a 
musical instrument. 

The restraint of my sigh is to my own 
advantage, otherwise, I 

Am only one morsel of the soul-melting breath. 

The heart (further) demands digging (effort), 
as if still 

The nail owes debt to this half-open knot. 

Although I am mad, but, why should I be 
deceived by (my) friend ? 

She holds hidden in her sleeve a dagger, openly 
a lance in her hand. 
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Although I may not follow her talk, nor may 
discover her secret, 

Yet, is it of little importance that the fairy-faced 
one became free with me ? 

I had to render account for each drop, 
The blood of the liver was a trust of the 

eyelashes. 

Now it is—I and the mourning for a whole city 
of longings— 

The mirror (heart), which thou hast broken, 
was full of paintings. 

Now, drag about my corpse in the streets, for, I 
Had devoted my soul to the wayside breeze ! 
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Whereas it is difficult for every task to be easy, 
Even man is not able to be Man, (Alas !) 

Lamentation desires the desolation of my 
abode, 

The doors and walls point to my house being 
a desert. 

We carried (with us) under dust the scar of the 
longing for joy— 

Be thou and ourselves—a rose-garden in a 
hundred colours! 

After my assassination, she repented of cruelty; 
Oh, the regret of that repentant-in-haste ! 
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A h , the fate of that four girth piece of cloth, 
O Ghalib! 

Which is destined to be a lover's collar ! 

A step into the wilderness revealed the lesson 
of the Book of Existence : 

The path was the binding link of the particles 
of the two worlds5 desert. 

Who is there to come in the way of Leila's wild 
walks ? 

The house of Majnun, the wanderer of the 
desert, is without a door. 

Ask not about the humiliation of the manner of 
Beauty's independence— 

Hands, consigned to henna : the cheeks, mortg
aged to perfumed powder! 
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What would be the result of my friends' efforts 
—to sympathise with me ? 

T i l l the wound heals, w i l l not (my) nails have 
grown ? 

Indifference has passed its l imit , O Mistress, 
how long 

Shall we describe the condition of our heart 
and thou shalt say, " What ?" 

If the Adviser comes, (my) eye and heart be 
the floor of his path ! 

Let me understand as to what he is going to 
make me understand. 

I am going there to-day, wi th a sword and 
shroud; 

What excuse w i l l she put forth now to forego 
my assassination ? 
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If the Adviser has imprisoned us, let it be so ; 
But, w i l l these manners of madness of love go ? 

We are the born-slaves of thy lock, why run 
away from the chain ? 

We are bound by faithfulness, why be con
founded in prison ? 

O Asad! in this city there is now famine of 
the grief of love ; 

We admit that we should live in Delhi, but 
what to eat ? 

It was not our destiny to enjoy our meeting 
wi th the Friend ; 

If we had lived more, we would have waited 
for the same ! 
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If we lived on thy promise, know that we had 
known it false— 

For, should we not have died of joy, if we could 
believe ? 

Although grief is soul-breaking, but how is the 
heart to escape ? 

If there were no grief of love, there would have 
been worldly grief. 

To whom should I say what the night of 
grief is ? It is a trial— 

Dying was nothing bad for me, if it were but 
once ! 

We have been humiliated by being dead—why 
were we not drowned in a river ? 

There would have been neither a funeral pro
cession, nor a grave! 
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How numerous are the ways in which Desire 
seeks pleasure, indeed! 

If there be no death, what would be the attrac
tion of life ? 

The light of the flame of the straw is but for a 
moment— 

What regard has lust for the dignity of Faith ? 

The breath is (now) a wave of the ocean of 
trance— 

To complain against the inattention of the 
Saki—(who) and what ? 

(I) have no heart for the ottar of the mantle 
(of the beloved), 

What anxiety can there be about the wander
ings of the zephyr ? 
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The heart of every drop is a musical instrument 
of " I am the Ocean !" 

We are His, one need not ask about us ! 

What is the obstacle ? I am responsible, look 
this side! 

There is no blood-money for the martyrs of 
(thy) glance. 

Hear, O destroyer of the commodity of Faith, 
hear ! 

What is the sound of the " breaking" of the 
price of (my) heart ? 

Even in devotion we are so free and self-
respecting that we 

Retraced our footsteps, if the door of the Kaaba 
was not opened. 
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The cry that did not reach the l ip is the scar of 
the breast: 

The drop that did not become a river is the 
subsistence of dust. 

There is suffering in store for me which none 
has seen : 

Mischief is after me which has never appeared. 

Give alms out of thy beauty, O splendour of 
vision! so that like the sun, 

The beggar's bowl may become the candle of 
the Dervish's abode ! 

It is the same thing—what is breath here is the 
perfume of the flower there— 

The splendour of the garden is the cause of my 
colourful songs. 
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Thou hast attraction for every heart, if thou be 
pleased with me, 

One might say, a world would be kind to me, 

Take me not to the garden, otherwise, at 
my sight 

Every bedewed flower would become a blood-
sprinkling eye. 

Pain did not incur the obligation of medicine— 
I did not get well—it was nothing bad ! 

I gave my life; it was given by H i m , 
The truth is that (He) was not truly repaid. 
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I know that—thou and the answer of the 
letter... 

But I am under the tyranny of the writing 
mania. 

It is henna of the Autumn's foot, if this is Spring, 
The pleasure of this world is the perennial 

distress of the heart. 

Our abode, even if we had not shed tears, 
would have been desolate— 

The ocean, if it were not an ocean—would have 
been a desert. 

After a whole life of devotion, he should have 
allowed me entrance; 

Would that the Ridhwan were the darban of 
(my) friend's door ! 
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When there was nothing, there was God; if 
there were nothing there would have been God : 
My being has drowned me ; if I were not, what 

would—have been ? 

Without wine, who has the power to face the 
disorder of cognizance ? 

The humility of courage has drawn the lines of 
the cup. 

A hundred times we were freed from the 
bondage of love, 

But what to do ? The heart is the enemy of 
freedom ! 

Again I thought of my tearful eye, 
The heart and the liver are inclined to cry. 
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The great Resurrection had not yet paused a 
while— 

Again (I ) thought of the time of thy departure. 

Life would have passed, even in that way, 
Why had I to remember thy path ? 

Oh, what a deserted place ! An awful waste ! 
At the sight of the desert, I thought of my 

abode. 

It is out of place for me to complain to you 
about my ruin, 

In it there was just a trace of my good luck as 
well. 
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Thou mayest have forgotten me, I might tell 
thee— 

There was once a victim attached to thy saddle-
straps ! 

If there be just a flash of lightning, what 
then? 

She should have talked as I had lips thirsty for 
speech as well. 

I am the "dry lip" of those who died of thirst : 
I am the resort of the troubled-in-mind. 

All disappointment, all suspicion— 
I am the heart of the deluded-by-faith. 
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Divine grace is in accordance with the measure 
of courage since Azal— 

In (my) eyes there is a drop which did not 
become a pearl. 

As long as I had not viewed my friend's stature, 
I had not believed in the mischief of the 

Resurrection. 

The river of sins became dry on account of the 
shortage of water, 

Even the end of my skirt had not yet been 
moist. 

Having seen the mirror, she had to blush and 
blush— 

How proud was the Damsel not to give her 
heart. 
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I am not in a position now to offer the humility 
of love— 

The heart I was proud of—that heart is no 
more! 

I am going—taking wi th me the scar of the 
unfulfilled desire for Existence, 

I am an extinguished candle—am not worthy 
of the Assembly. 

Oh Heart! think of another plan, for I 
Am no more worthy of the hand and arm of 

the Assassin. 

Although I have been subjected to the cruelties 
of Time, 

Yet, have I never been indifferent to thy 
thought. 
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Farhad, the mountain-digger, was a painter of 
Shirin's portrait—a sculptor, 

By striking one's head against stone, none can 
create a friend ! 

We could have created another Spectacle on 
high, 

Would that our house were on the other side 
ofthe 'Arsh! 

How long shall I write about the pain of my 
heart ? I should go and show her 

My .wounded fingers and my bleeding pen. 

We were not so wise, nor unique in any art, 
For no cause, O Ghalib ! the sky has become 

our foe. 
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I am the collyrium of sight—to be had gratis ; 
my price is 

That the eye of the buyer be obligated to me. 

Expect not joy from the Assembly of the Gup, 
for, colour 

Is a victim that has escaped this snare-spot. 

If His mercy accepts—it is nothing impossible— 

My putting forth no excuse for sin, out of 
shame ! 

Day and night, the seven skies are revolving— 
Something must happen, why be confused ? 
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If there be enmity, we would take it for con
nection, 

But, if there be nothing, how to be deceit-
fooled ? 

The pleasure (life) of the drop is to perish in 
the river : 

To exceed its l imit is to be its remedy for pain. 

Due to weakness, the cry has been changed to 
cold breath ; 

We now believe that water takes the form of air. 

Smoke is to-day mourning in black the same— 
That burning heart which, t i l l yesterday, was 

the candle of the mourning-abode. 
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My eyes were closed just in an effort to see, 
My friends brought her by my head-side—What 

a time ! 

Do not draw breath outside the Assembly of 
Desire, 

If there is no wine, wait for the cup! 

The narcissus looks on at you with regret, 
Quaff the cup to the blindness of the heart and 

eye of the r ival ! 

When the candle is extinguished, the smoke 
rises from i t ; 

The flame of love is mourning in black—after I 
am no more. 
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In dust, my heart is turned to blood, in view 
of the end of idols (Beauty); 

Their nails are in need of henna after I am no 
more. 

It is not the shadow—but hearing the news 
of the Friend's coming, 

The doors and walls have moved a few steps 
forward ! 

Without thee the prosperity of (my) abode 
rankles in my eyes ; 

We always weep at the sight of (our) doors 
and walls. 

The object is grace and coquetry, but in 
speech 

Expression is not possible sans words—poniard 
and dagger. 
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Although speech may relate to the observation 
of God's beauty— 

The sense cannot be expressed sans words—wine 
and cup. 

Why, was I not burnt up, before the glow of 
my Friend's lustrous face ? 

It pains me to see that my vision is strong. 

I had been troubled to see the blisters of my 
feet— 

My heart is pleased to see the path strewn 
with thorns. 

The lightning of God's splendour should have 
overtaken us, for, 

They dispense wine according to the capacity 
of a drunkard. 
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I have been taught mortality by the teachings 
of selflessness since— 

Majnu was yet writing " L — A " on the wall of 
the school. 

Except the eager flight to see the graceful 
Friend, what would there be ? 

The Resurrection is—a violent wind (blowing) 
over the dust of martyrs. 

O God! she has neither understood me, nor 
wi l l she understand ; 

Give some other heart to her, if I cannot be 
given another tongue ! 

If you are in the city, no anxiety can arise, 
For (we) can fetch from the bazaar another 

heart and soul. 
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Although we have become expert iconoclasts, 
While we exist, there are still heavy stones in 

our way. 

The people mistake it for a world-lightening sun, 
But (in fact) I show daily a new secret scar. 

The worldly lure of pleasure and position did not 
check my wildness, 

For, even the emerald cup became the leopard's 
spot for me, at last. 

Of what nature is Asad, the wounded lover who 
says to the Assassin, 

"Carry on your practices, my neck is responsible 
for the blood of the two worlds !" ? 
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Think not I am free, because like the morning 
sun, 

The scar of love still adds beauty to the giriban 
of my shroud. 

My Sigh requires long years to have effect— 
Who wi l l live t i l l thy tresses are conquered ? 

In the snare of every wave is a loop of a 
hundred crocodiles; 

See what happehs to the drop t i l l i t turns into a 
pearl ! 

We admit that you wi l l not show to us inatten
tion, but, 

We shall be dust long before you really know i t . 
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Dew learns the lesson of mortality from the 
sun— 

I only exist—till you cast a kindly glance ! 

Freemen suffer grief for not more than a 
noment— 

With lightning we light up the candle of our 
mourning-abode. 

Death overtook me in a foreign country, away 
from my native land; 

God has saved me the shame of friendlessness. 

Those who call wine and song dispellers-of-grief, 
Belong to the old times; say not anything to 

them ! 
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Beyond the l imit of perception is our object of 
adoration;' 

People of vision call Kaaba the sign-post to 
Kaaba. 

The splendour of Existence is due to the devas
tating (effect of) Love; 

The Assembly is without a candle, when lightn
ing is not in the harvest. 

Be kind to call me at any time (you please)— 
I am not the time past—that I cannot return. 

When in weakness, why complain against the 
reproach of strangers ? 

A word is nothing like a head that I may not 
lift. 
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I do not find poison, O tyrant! or else 
Is it 'the oath of thy meeting' that I could not 

take? 

Value even the songs of grief, O heart ! 
This instrument of Existence shall be still one 

day ! 

If you cannot give a kiss, don't, let it be abuse, 
You have at least a tongue, if not a mouth ! 

If it is not a fire-place, the heart is an insult to 
the chest: 

The breath is a shame for the heart, when it 
does not scatter sparks. 
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O anguish of eternal despair ! Be thou ever 
agreeable ! 

I wi l l be happy, i f wailing does not suffer the 
insult of effect. 

Kingdom has passed from hand to hand; 
The cup of wine is not the ring of Jamshid. 

Lest the secret of the Sweetheart should be 
betrayed— 

In dying, otherwise, secret there is none ! 

'Tis said, the people live on hope; 
We cannot even hope to live. 
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That I may not sleep again for all my life— 
waiting, 

She promised to come, when she came in a 
dream. 

Ti l l the messenger returns, let me write an
other letter, 

I know what the Sweetheart will write in 
reply. 

How could the cup approach me in her 
Assembly, 

If the Saki had not drugged the wine ? 

Show not parsimony to-day in wine, for the 
morrow— 

It is evil-thinking in respect of the Saki of 
Kauthar. 
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Why are we humiliated to-day ? Til l yester
day, we did not brook 

The impertinence of an angel in regard to our 
dignity. 

Why does the soul part with the body at the 
sound of music, 

If that sound is dormant in the lute and rebeck ? 

The Rakhsh of life is going apace, let's see 
where it stops, 

We have neither our hand on the rein, nor the 
foot in the stirrup. 

The beloved is not yet free from the adorn
ment of beauty; 

(She) holds always in front a mirror under 
her veil. 
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I wonder whether I should bewail the heart or 
mourn the liver— 

If I could, I would keep a mourner with me. 

Envy did not allow me to disclose thy abode— 
I ask every one, "Whither should I go ?" 

I go a few steps along with every one who 
walks fast— 

I do not yet recognise the guide, (Ah me !) 

I consider the people of the world to be like 
myself: 

I take the valuables of Ar t to be agreeable. 
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The Universe is the waist of the beloved of 
Absolute Existence— 

They say that it is, but, we neither see nor 
accept i t . 

Our own drop, too, is in reality a river, but, 
We do not like to imitate Mansur in his 

shallowness. 

Love and labour in the pleasure-palace of 
Chosroe, amazing ! 

We do not recognise the good name of Farhad. 

For the people of vision, the storm of accidents 
is a school— 

The impact of a wave is not less than the 
teacher's slap. 
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Having bestowed the two worlds (upon me), 
they thought I was pleased, 

While modesty came in my way—why dispute ? 

A l l the particles of Creation are on the way 10 
decline ; 

The sun of the sky is here a candle in the 
passage of the wind. 

We are looking, in her absence, at the walls 
and doors ; the fact is— 

(We are) sometimes looking for the zephyr and 
sometimes for the courier. 

Her arrival at our abode—divine power ! 
We sometimes look at her and sometimes at our 

abode. 
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No, it is not that I don't believe in the Day of 
Resurrection; 

The Day of Judgment is not longer than the 
night of separation ! 

As opposed to thy leisure, O Life ! 
They describe lightning as having hennaed feet. 

I am not lying at thy threshold for all time— 
Dust be upon this life, I am not even a stone ! 

Why should not the heart be confounded by 
constant circulation ? 

I am man (after all)—neither cup nor goblet. 
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O God ! why does Time efface me ? 
On the tablet of the Universe, I am not a 

word, reiterated. 

There should be a l imit to punishment, in 
order to chastise, 

After all, I am a sinner and not an infidel. 

Not all, but some have appeared as tulips and 
roses, 

Much beauty must there be concealed in the 
earth ! 

We had also in memory many-hued pleasures, 
But, now they have become paintings in the 

niche of oblivion. 
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Let the stream of blood flow from my eyes, for, 
it is the evening of separation— 

I would conceive that two candles have been 
illuminated. 

Sleep is his, mind is his and nights are his— 
On whose arm thy locks have been dishevelled ! 

Wine is life-giving—whoever happens to hold 
the cup, 

A l l the lines of his hand, one would say, have 
become the veins of his soul. 

If man be accustomed to grief—then grief is 
effaced— 

The excess of difficulties made the difficulties 
light for me. 
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Owing to distraction, even the sacred thread 
is not on our shoulder; 

That is—our giriban has not even a thread ! 

The heart has been made a sacrifice to the 
longing for Vision— 

We saw (at length) we had not even the 
capacity to see. 

On account of dejection, the head is a burden 
for the shoulders; 

In the desert, O God ! there is not even a w a l l ! 

The heart intends to come into conflict with 
the Friend's eyelashes, 

While it has not the capacity to suffer the 
prick of a thorn ! 
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It is the heart, not stone or brick—why should 
it not feel pain ? 

We would weep a thousand times, why should 
any one tease us ? 

It is neither temple, nor Haram : neither door, 
nor threshold ; 

We are sitting by the wayside, why should one 
ask us to move ? 

The bondage of life, the fetter of grief—in 
reality the two are one ; 

Before death, how could man attain salvation 
from grief? 

The heat of the pleasure of imagination makes 
me sing— 

I am the nightingale of the garden which is yet 
to be ! 
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From narrowness of vision, the heart becomes 
frigid, so seek heat in seeing ! 

So that the narrow eye may be opened by the 
abundance of view. 

If I moved to the Kaaba, don't taunt me, for, 
have I 

Forgotten the people of the Fire-Temple and 
(the claims of their company) ? 

So that in the worship (of God) there may be 
no impurity of wine or honey, 

Let someone (for God's sake) throw Paradise 
into H e l l ! 

We are free from this—even if it be love; 
Carry on the connection with us—even if it 

be i l l - w i l l ! 
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Friendlessness did not allow me to deal with 
any one, 

I derive from myself, even if it be shame ! 

Man by himself is a Resurrection of thought— 
We take it for an Assembly, even if it be 

privacy. 

How can the grief for the loss of time in life 
be effaced ? 

Even if the precious life be spent in devotion ! 

May God put the hands to shame that keep in 
s t ruggle-

One time my giriban, another the skirt of 
(my) beloved! 
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What is the joy, if the pearl-sprinkling cloud 
visits my farm ? 

I understand that lightning is only looking for 
the harvest. 

Faithfulness wi th the condition of stability is the 
root of Fai th; 

If the Brahman breathes his last in the idol-
house, O, bury him in the Kaaba ! 

When I wash the feet of my silver-bodied 
beloved in order to taste the Nectar, 

She wilfully removes her feet out of the basin. 

If she is terrified there, I am ashamed here, 
Lest her terror be due to the effect of my sigh! 
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Your 'customs and ways' with the stranger are 
best known to you ; 

But if you ask about me, it would be no sin. 

We must render account on the Day of Judg
ment 

If the Assassin is the rival, thou art the witness. 

Are they the murderers of the innocent and also 
ungrateful ? 

Admitted that you are not a human being, 
but the Sun and Moon! 

On leaving the tavern, what restriction is 
there ? 

It may be a mosque, or a school, or a Khankah. 
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All that we hear in praise of Paradise is 
correct ; 

Would that it were thy abode of splendour ! 

In our mind the name of this thought is 
Union— 

That if it were not to be, where to go ? And 
if it be, how should it be ? 

You come into conflict, if you see your image 
in the mirror;, 

Should there be others like you (in the city), 
how would it be ? 

One who is destined to a dark day, just as I am— 
If he does not call the day night, how would 

it be? 
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What of Faith and Love when one is deter
mined to break his head ? 

Why then, O stone-hearted one ! should it be 
only thy threshold stone ? 

O comrade ! Don't fear to give me an account 
of the garden, while I am encaged ! 

How could it be my nest that was attacked by 
lightning yesterday ? 

Is this mischief insufficient for the destruction 
of man's abode ? 

Why should the Sky be his foe, whose friend you 
happen to be ? 

Let's now move to, and reside in , a place where 
there be none— 

None to talk to us and none to understand ! 
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There should be a house built, without doors 
and walls: 

There should be neither a neighbour, nor a 
warden! 

If we fall i l l , there should be none to tend us 
And if we die, there should be none to mourn ! 

The cloud weeps—that the Assembly of pleasure 
be organised : 

Lightning laughs—that time is but a few 
moments ! 

Every door as well as wall has become 
enmossed— 

Whose spring is this, why ask about his autumn ? 
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You are an idol, then why this pride of God-
ship? 

Let the people call you Lord—Let God be 
something else ! 

A hundred lights are in front, if we open our 
eyes; 

Where is the strength to undergo the obligation 
of sight ? 

The wall is bending owing to the burden of the 
labourer's obligation; 

O thou, with a desolate abode ! bear not the 
same burden! 

In the shadow of the mosque, there should be 
a tavern: 

Close to the brow there should be an eye— 
the Kaaba of needs ! 
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Who, the accursed, holds pleasure as the object 
of wine ? 

I just require a sort of forgetfulness, day and 
night. 

The colour of the tulip, and the wild rose is 
different in each case ; 

In every colour should be proved the existence 
of Spring. 

How can the thought of death pacify the 
troubled heart? 

In my snare of desire, that even is a humble 
v i c t i m ! 

Notice the cruelty of Faith : my soul has depart
ed at last, 

Although it had an old attachment to (my) 
lips. 



What was in the house that thy grief could 
have plundered ? 

That abortive desire for building, we had, is 
there! 

It is easier for the flame of fire to be wrapped 
in silk, 

But, to conceal the burning pain in the heart 
is difficult indeed! 

My strength, which boasted of bearing with the 
whims and airs of Beauty, 

Cannot endure the onslaughts of misfortune; 
(Ah me!) 

Like the candle, extinguished by someone, 
I am also among the burnt—a scar of imperfec-

tion ! 
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While it is tulip-coloured, owing to the blow 
of granite, 

The neglectful one presumes my phial to be 
wine. 

One who sits under the shadow of the 
Sweatheart's wall, 

Is the ruler of the realm of Hindustan. 

If you made a promise of faithfulness for all 
your life—what of it ? 

Even life has no stability—Alas ! Alas! 

In distraction, it is all disappointment from the 
world of Existence; 

Convey the happy news to Complacence that 
there is hope of death ! 
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She does not enquire after the condition of my 
wandering heart ; 

T i l l now she knows it is already with her. 

Owing to the pride of beauty, she is a stranger 
to faith, 

Although she possesses a right-judging heart. 

If the advantage of silence is the concealment 
of (one's) condition, 

I am happy that it is not possible to under
stand my speech. 

O Asad ! Don't be deceived by life, (beware!) 
The whole Universe is a loop of the snare of 

thought. 
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Don't go deep in asking about the complaints 
against you— 

Be cautious, there lies fire buried in my heart! 

Should not the heart burn to see the imperfec
tion of the desire for mortality ? 

We do not burn, although the breath is rain
ing fire. 

Say not to me, "You called me your life ! " 
I am tired even of life these days. (Ah 

change!) 

No matter, it may be autumn, or, spring, or, 
any season, 

We are the same—the cage is there and the 
mourning for wings ! 
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Don't break off all connections with us! 
I f there be nothing else, let it be il l-will ! 

We shall also accustom ourselves to resigna
tion— 

Let independence be thy habit, (O dear one!) 

My heart is in search of a musician, with a 
fiery breath, 

Whose voice should be to me the lustre of the 
lightning of Mortality, 

Like a drunkard, I am traversing the passage 
of the valley of thought, 

So that I may never think of retracing my steps. 
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Inasmuch as you walk about in the garden, 
unveiled, 

I now feel ashamed of the fragrance of the 
flower! 

I now go about to mortgage (my) patched-cloth 
and prayer-carpet for wine ; 

It is a long time since I have entertained the 
wind and water (spring). 

I n futility passes life, even i f i t be that of 
Khizr ; 

His Holiness would also say to-morrow, "What 
did we do ?" 

Give up the idea (of the safety) of the heart, 
if such is the heat of thought; 

The phial owing to the heat of wine is melting 
away. 
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The reality of the cash and credit of the two 
worlds is well known ; 

My exalted spirit purchased my own self 
from me. 

To see plurality in unity is devotion to whim— 
These imaginary idols have made me an infidel. 

O Ghalib ! verdure has sprung up from the 
doors and walls; 

We are in the desert and Spring has paid a 
visit to our abode. 

Thy glance has passed from the heart right into 
the liver ; 

The two have been pleased in one graceful 
manner. 
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(My) chest has been torn, blessed is the delight 
of freedom! 

The hardship of the concealment of the liver's 
wound is no more ! 

Oh, where are those moods of intoxication of 
the nightly wine ? 

Let's arise now, for the joy of the morning sleep 
is gone. 

My dust is now flying in my Sweetheart's lane ; 
At last, O Wind ! now the ambition to have 

wings is gone. 

The difference between To-day and To-morrow 
was effaced once for all ; 

Yesterday you departed and over us passed 
the storm of Resurrection. 
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We would not weep for the consolation (of the 
heart), if we attain the joy of vision; 

(We pray) that thy appearance be found among 
the Houris of Paradise ! 

Bury me not in thy lane after my death ! 
From my tomb, why should the people trace 

thy abode ? 

Have regard for your Sakiship to-day, other
wise, we 

Every night drink—as much as we can obtain. 

We would show you also what Majnun had 
done, 

If we find freedom from the struggle of the 
inner grief. 
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It is not essential that we follow Khizr— 
Admitted that we met an Elder as a fellow-

traveller ! 

If there is life for a few days more, perchance, 
In our heart, we have resolved—something else. 

Where is this heat in the fire of Hell ? 
The burning of the inner pains is something 

different ! 

O Ghalib ! A l l the calamities have ended ; 
An unexpected death is one more ! 
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No hope is accomplished : 

No chance of possibility one sees. 

For death there is a day appointed ; 

Why can't I sleep all the night ? 

If the scar of the heart cannot be seen, 

O physician ! Don't you even get the odour ? 

We are whence even we— 

Don't get any news of ourselves. 
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O simple heart! What has happened to thee ? 

What is the remedy for this pain, tell me ? 

If there is nothing existent but Thee, 
Then what is all this tumult ? O God ! 

Who are these fairy-faced people ? 

What—coquetry, blandishment and grace ? 

Whence come the flower and the grass ? 

What are clouds ? What is wind ? 
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We expect faith from those 
Who know not what faith is ! 

I am struggling wi th life (last breath), O 
Attraction of Love ! 

Although I may say nothing—come she must to 
enquire after me! 

Yea, O men of quest! Who should hear the 
taunt of failure ? 

Seeing that He is not to be found, we lost 
ourselves therefore. 

My associates discussed the effect of lamenta
tion ; 

They fared better, but drowned me therein. 
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How long shall I weep behind her camp ? Woe 
is me ! 

O God ! Was there no wall of stone to be part 
of my fate ? 

Close to the nest lay hidden strong snares ; 
We had not yet attempted to fly when we were 

caught. 

O new-comers to the carpet of the longing of 
the heart! 

Beware, if you have the desire for drink and 
music ! 

See me, if you have to take a warning ! 
Hear my word, if you have the ear to take 

advice ! 
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The Saki in splendour—the enemy of Faith and 
Cognisance: 

The musician with song—the robber of Balance 
and Sense! 

It was—that we saw at night every corner of 
the carpet— 

The skirt of the gardener and the palm of 
the flower-seller. 

The joy of the gait of the Saki and the rapture 
of the cry of the lute : 

This—the Paradise of Vision and that—the 
Firdaus of the Ear ! 

And now, on coming early in the morning, 
we would see in the Assembly, 

Neither that joy and rejoicing, nor that tumult 
and cry. 
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Burnt by the scar of separation of last night's 
gathering, 

There remains a candle, and that even is dead ! 

The breath of Qais which is the eye and 
candle of the Sahara— 

If there is not a candle in the dark abode of 
Leila, let it not be ! 

On tumult depends the flourishing state of the 
house ; 

Let it be a dirge, if not a song of rejoicing ! 

Where the body has been burnt, the heart also 
must have been burnt; 

You are raking the ashes now—what are you 
looking for ? 
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That thing for which we may hold Paradise 
dear— 

Except the rose-coloured musky wine—what 
could it be ? 

He has become the companion of the King and 
struts about proudly ; 

Otherwise, in the city, what is the prestige of 
Ghalib ? 

Come, for, my soul has no rest, pray, come ! 
There is no power of endurance and patience 

to await I 

Due to the pressure of grief, my head is 
drooping so low, 

That between the thread of the skirt and the 
thread of sight, it is hard to distinguish. 
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Although the beauty of the moon, at the time 
of perfection, is lovely, 

Better than that is my Moon, the sun-faced 
beauty! 

She does not give me a kiss but keeps an eye 
on (my) heart ; 

She thinks that if she gets it for nothing, it 
would be good. 

Another may be brought from the bazaar, if it 
breaks— 

Better than the Cup of Jamshid is my clay 
goblet ! 

At her sight there passes a wave of lustre over 
the face ; 

She thinks that the patient's condition is good. 
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The adze enabled Farhad to talk to Shirin— 

Whatever talent one has, is good ! 

If the drop embraces the river, it becomes a 
river ; 

The action is good, if its end is good. 

We know full well the reality of Paradise, but, 

Ghalib ! It is a good thought to please one's 
heart! 

Only love has disabled us, Ghalib ! 

Otherwise, we were also men of worth. 
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Again, in such away, the Spring has come, 
That the sun and the moon have become 

spectators. 

Behold, O inhabitants of the Earth ! 
This is what they call world-adorning : 

That the Earth has appeared from one end to 
the other, 

Face to face with the dome of the jewelled sky. 

For the grass and the flower, in order to see, 

The eye of the narcissus has been given sight. 
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I have transgressed my own self in the desert 
of thought; 

Oblivion alone, O wayfarers ! is my relic now! 

My value is equal to the stone on the wayside; 

My preciousness is very cheap, (Ah me !) 

I am the whirlwind of the way of agitation ; 

The violent wind of desire is my founder. 

As her mouth could not be discovered, 

My ignorance came to light. 
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The wound which can be successfully darned— 

O God ! write it in the fate of (my) foe ! 

The conception of the tip of the hennaed finger 
is good; 

At least one can see a drop of blood in the heart. 

The bosom of the flower is open for parting ; 

O Nightingale! Let's depart, for the days of 
Spring are going! 

Union is separation in an atmosphere of gravity 
and restraint; 

The sweetheart should be playful and the lover 
passionate. 
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On dying, whose hope relies— 

How obvious is his hopelessness ! 

At every step, the distance of the goal from me 
increases : 

At my speed the desert is runing away from me. 

On account of the wildness of the fire of the 
heart, in the aloofness of night, 

Like smoke, the shadow kept flying from me. 

Should I not await death, which is sure to 
come ? 

Should I love you—in case you don't come, 
calling is of no avail—? 
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She would appear in a dream and pacify my 
restless heart, 

But, let the agitation of my heart allow me to 
sleep ! 

The pillow still gives out the fragrance of her 
musky locks ; 

For our vision, the dream of Zuleikha is a 
shame for the bed! 

Although in every thing Thou art— 
But—there is nothing like Thee. 

Yea, be not deceived by Existence ! 

Although they might say, " I t is," it is not! 
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Desist from pleasure, so that there be no pain ! 
If there is no Spring, Autumn there would never 

be! 

* 
Ask me not to disclose the prescription of the 

ointment for the wounded heart; 
For, in it a particle of diamond is the major 

ingredient. 

In many days thy inattention was able to 
produce— 

That one look—which is ostensibly less than a 
look. 

Wine is acquiring from thy lips a lustrous 
colour; 

The line of the cup is wholly the vision of the 
flower-gatherer. 
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Asad is on the verge of death, O faithless 
one ! let's see him; for God's sake— 

It is time to give up the veil and bid farewell 
to Dignity! 

While dying, there would remain a desire un
fulfilled— 

Oh, ill-success! That infidel's dagger is so 
sharp. 

When the fate of my dark abode was being 
written, 

I was put down as one of its causes of desolation. 

Alas! There even the tumult of Resurrection 
allowed me no rest; 

To the grave had taken me my longing for 
restfulness. 
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In the attraction of stature and curly hair is the 
trial of Qais and Kohkan ; 

Where we are—there is the trial of the scaffold 
and string ! 

Let me recover myself, O Despair ! What a 
calamity ! 

Even the skirt of my Friend's thought is slipping 
out of my hands. 

My feet have been wounded, at the very outset, 
in the battle of love : 

I can neither run, nor can I stay, Oh, dear me ! 

The world is only children's play before me— 
It is a drama performed, day and night before 

me. 
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The throne of Solomon is just a trifle before me : 
The miracle of Messiah is just a fable before me. 

Except in name, I do not recognize the existence 
of the Universe; 

The reality of things is nothing but a whim 
before me. 

The Sahara conceals itself in dust in my 
presence; 

The river rubs its forehead on the dust before 
me. 

See then the mode of (my) delivering a flowery 
speech ! 

Let someone place a cup of wine before me ! 
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It smells of hate—I forego envy— 
How should I say, "Don't refer to her by 

name ! " ? 

Faith is checking me, while Infidelity is pulling 
me : 

The Kaaba is behind, the Ecclesia before me. 

They rejoice, but do not thus die at the time of 
meeting— 

The longing of the night of separation came to 
pass before me. 

Although my hand moves not, still there is 
light in my eyes; 

Let there be still the cup and the carafe before 
me! 
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If the Spring has no time, let it not, it is Spring 
after all; 

Notice the freshness of the garden and purity of 
the air ! 

So long as one does not create the mouth of a 
wound, 

It is difficult, indeed, to open the way of speech 
with thee. 

How did Khizr treat poor Alexander ? 
Now, whom should one take as a guide ? 

We have been hearing about the expulsion of 
Adam from Paradise, 

But, bereft of all dignity, we came out of thy lane. 
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I am also a spectator of the incantation of 
desire ; 

I have no such object that the object be surely 
fulfilled. 

Dew is sprinkling water on the mirror of the 
rose petal; 

O Nightingale! It is the time for the departure 
of Spring ! 

Move not to the valley of Majnun without thy 
ve i l ; 

Every particle has under its cover a restless 
heart! 

The flame could not have done what the long
ing for the flame has done— 

How the mind has burnt over the frigidity of 
the heart! 
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Under compulsion—and the boast of being 
captivated by love ; 

The promise of faith is a hand, pressed under 
stone! 

On account of the strangeness of people,, don' t 
lose heart, O Ghalib ! 

If there is none thine, my soul! there is God. 

Mora l i s t ! Neither can you drink, nor offer 
it to anyone; 

H o w wonderful is your pure (holy) wine ! 

The Assassin quarrels w i t h me on the Day of 
Resurrection as to why I have risen, 

As if the call of the trumpet of Israfil has not 
yet been heard ! 
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It is not essential that every one should get the 
same reply; 

Let's also pay a visit to Mount Sinai! 

Neither the arrow is in the bow, nor does the 
hunter lie in ambush; 

In the corner of the cage, I am in great 
comfort! 

The liver has not turned into blood and dripped 
from the eye, O Death ! 

Let me remain here, for, much have I yet to do ! 

It is a long time since we entertained our 
Friend as a guest, 

And illuminated the Assembly with the sparkl
ing wine of the cup. 
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I am again gathering the scattered pieces of my 
liver; 

It is a long time since the eyelashes have been 
given a banquet. 

Again, I feel suffocated on account of my 
code of caution; 

It is years since I have rent my garment 
asunder. 

Again, the heart and the eye have become rivals 
to each other 

Having arranged a feast for vision and thought. 

Again, the heart is going to make the circuit of 
the lane of reproof, 

Having laid waste the idol-house of pride. 
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Again, Desire is demanding a purchaser— 
Presenting forth the valuables of Reason, Heart 

and Soul. 

Again, Thought is flitting over every rose and 
tulip, 

Having had a hundred gardens as the property 
of vision. 

Again, I desire to open the letter of my beloved, 
Having sacrificed my soul to the charm of its 

heading. 

Desire again demands someone on the edge of 
the roof— 

Having her black locks scattered over her face. 
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Aga in , Vis ion is staring at a "new-spring of 
elegance"— 

H a v i n g turned her face into a rose-garden w i t h 
the lustre of wine. 

Aga in , I am of a m i n d that I should keep ly ing 
at her threshold, 

H a v i n g my head put under the obl igat ion of 
the darban. 

The m i n d is looking for the same o ld nights 
and days of leisure— 

To continue si t t ing in the blissful imaginat ion 
of the Sweetheart ! 

Good news of peace to the soul is the Friend's 
injustice ! 

There is no manner of tyranny left for the Sky. 
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Among the living are we, acquainted with God's 
people, O Khizr ! 

And not you who became a thief for a life of 
eternity ! 

The instance of my effort is that of a captive 
bird 

That collects straws in its cage to build a nest. 

Taking me for a beggar, he was quiet, but as 
ill-luck would have i t , 

I got up and flung myself at the gate-keeper's 
feet. 

What do they know as to what befell my boat— 
Friends who accompanied me only to the 

river bank ? 



The Houris and fairies have neither faced Thee, 
nor wi l l they; 

Thy own reflection might come in front of Thee. 

T H E END 
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